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1 

ELECTRONIC VOTING METHOD FOR 
OPTICALLY SCANNED BALLOT 

This Application is a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 10/260,167 filed Sep. 30, 2002 which 5 

claims the benefit of: 
U.S. Provisional Application Ser. No. 60/326,265 filed Oct. 

1, 2001, of 
U.S. Provisional Application Ser. No. 60/341,633 filed Dec. 

19, 2001, 10 

U.S. Provisional Application Ser. No. 60/377,824 filed May 
7, 2002, 

U.S. Provisional Application Ser. No. 60/382,033 filed May 
20, 2002, 

15 
U.S. Provisional Application Ser. No. 60/385,118 filed May 

30, 2002, 
U.S. Provisional Application Ser. No. 60/389,635 filed Jun. 

17, 2002, and 
U.S. Provisional Application Ser. No. 60/403,151 filed Aug. 20 

12, 2002. 
The present invention relates to a voting method and, in 

particular, to a voting method employing an optically read 
ballot. 

Under current election law and regulations in certain 25 

jurisdictions, a paper record of certain voter's voting selec
tions made on a paper ballot, e.g., a conventional "mark
sense" ballot, must be made and preserved. Most commonly, 
a paper voting record or ballot must be utilized for absentee 

30 
voting and/or for provisional voting. Absentee voting is 
where a voter who will be absent from the jurisdiction or 
otherwise unable to be present at a designated polling 
location during the time for voting is issued a paper ballot in 
advance of the election and votes by completing and sub- 35 

mitting the paper absentee ballot by hand, mail, messenger, 
or other permitted means. Provisional voting is where a 
voter who is unable to establish his eligibility to vote at a 
polling place during an election is issued a paper ballot and 

40 
is permitted to vote thereby "provisionally," i.e. by sealed 
paper provisional ballot that is only opened and counted if 
the eligibility of the provisional voter to vote is established 
by election officials after the time for voting ends. 

2 
spond to the positions of the sensors in a conventional ballot 
reading machine. A different paper ballot, i.e. a customized 
ballot, is typically required to be prepared for each election 
and jurisdiction, e.g., voting district or precinct. In addition, 
a corresponding customized template must be provided for 
each different paper ballot, thereby necessitating the manual 
sorting of the paper ballots by voting district or precinct and 
the separate reading/scanning thereof for each voting district 
or precinct. 

Accordingly, it would be desirable to have a method for 
processing paper ballots, such as optically scanned or opti
cally read ballots, in a more versatile and/or efficient manner 
and preferably one suitable for use with a modern electronic 
(e.g., DRE) voting machine 

To this end, a method for reading a ballot comprising: 
reading each ballot transported on a transport path includ

ing reading fiducial marks and a jurisdiction identifier 
thereof and voting selections marked thereon; 

determining from the fiducial marks the orientation of 
each ballot; 

processing the jurisdiction identifier for each ballot for 
selecting a template; and 

recording the voting selections marked on each ballot in 
accordance with the selected template and the deter
mined orientation of the ballot. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

The detailed description of the preferred embodiments of 
the present invention will be more easily and better under
stood when read in conjunction with the FIGURES of the 
Drawing which include: 

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating an example 
ballot intended to be read by an optical reader; 

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating an example 
format for a voter identifier (VID); 

FIGS. 3A, 3B, 3C and 3D are schematic diagrams illus
trating a generalized example ballot intended to be read by 
an optical reader; 

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram illustrating an example 
ballot including ranked and/or cumulative voting that is 
intended to be read by an optical reader; 

FIG. 5 is a schematic block diagram of an example ballot 
generating apparatus; 

FIG. 6 is a schematic block diagram of an example voting 
apparatus; 

FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram illustrating an example 
ballot reader for reading optically read ballots of the sorts 
illustrated in FIGS. 1, 3A-3D and 4; 

Irrespective of whether a jurisdiction utilizes paper ballots 45 

or more modem electronic voting machines, absentee and 
provisional ballots must be handled separately and counted 
manually by election officials, i.e. apart from the votes 
recorded by voters voting normally (e.g., by voting 
machine) in the election, and may delay the completion of 50 

tabulating the voting results and/or the certification thereof 
Certain jurisdictions even require a paper absentee and/or 
provisional ballot even where the absentee and/or provi
sional voting is done on an electronic (DRE) voting 
machine. In addition, because the paper ballots approved for 
being counted are placed into groups so that they are 
anonymous for counting, there is no way for a voter to know 
whether his vote was counted and/or was counted correctly. 

55 
FIG. 8 is a schematic flow diagram of an example ballot 

reading process compatible with the apparatus of FIG. 7; 

FIG. 9 is a schematic flow diagram illustrating details of 
a portion of the ballot reading process of FIG. 8; 

The prevalent paper ballot is an optically read or optically 
scanned paper ballot on which a voter marks his voting 
selections by darkening or otherwise marking one or more 
regions typically indicated by an outline in the shape of a 
circle, oval, rectangle, square or other desired closed shape. 
The marking areas of such conventional "mark-sense" bal
lots are typically arranged in discrete colunms that corre-

FIGS. lOA, lOB, and lOC are schematic diagrams of mark 
60 spaces of a ballot marked in a variety of ways and of details 

thereof; 

FIG. 11 is a schematic flow diagram of an example 
process for generating the ballots of FIGS. 1, 3A-3D and 4; 

65 and 

FIG. 12 is a schematic flow diagram of an example voting 
process utilizing the ballot of FIGS. 1, 3A-3D and 4. 
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In the Drawing, where an element or feature is shown in 
more than one drawing figure, the same alphanumeric des
ignation may be used to designate such element or feature in 
each figure, and where a closely related or modified element 
is shown in a figure, the same alphanumerical designation 
primed may be used to designate the modified element or 
feature. Similarly, similar elements or features may be 
designated by like alphanumeric designations in different 
figures of the Drawing and with similar nomenclature in the 
specification, but in the Drawing are followed by a character 
unique to the embodiment described. It is noted that, accord
ing to common practice, the various features of the drawing 
are not to scale, and the dimensions of the various features 
are arbitrarily expanded or reduced for clarity. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT(S) 

The arrangement of the present application operates in 
conjunction with an electronic voting machine, also referred 

4 
a "Skip Contest" or "No Vote" (abstain) selection 114 and 
for a write-in candidate selection 116. A third region 110 
designated "General Election (3/4)" contains the names and 
party affiliations of candidates for "State Senator" and a 
mark space 112 for each candidate, as well as mark spaces 
112 for a "Skip Contest" or "No Vote" (abstain) selection 
114 and for a write-in candidate selection 116. A fourth 
region 110 designated "General Election ( 4/4 )" contains a 

10 question put before the voters designated as "State Question 
214" and a mark space 112 for a "Yes" or "No" selection, as 
well as a mark space for a "Skip Contest" or "No Vote" 
(abstain) selection 114. 

In addition, each ballot includes a voter registration 
15 number 120, also known as a voter identifier number or 

voter identification number, commonly abbreviated as 
"VID." Identifier or VID 120 is preferably located at a 
predefined location on ballot 100, e.g., near the upper right 

20 hand corner as illustrated. VID 120 may be provided in any 
convenient machine readable format, including but not 

to as electronic voting apparatus and/or as a direct recording 
electronic (DRE) voting apparatus. Suitable voting appara
tus, and methods employed therewith, are described in U.S. 25 

patent application Ser. No. 09/737,306 entitled "Electronic 
Voting Apparatus, System and Method" filed Dec. 15, 2000 
and in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/255,348 entitled 
"Electronic Voting Apparatus, System and Method" filed 
Sep. 26, 2002, which applications are hereby incorporated 30 

limited to a bar code, two-dimensional bar code, a pre
scribed font, optical character recognition (OCR) characters, 
alphanumeric characters, non-alphanumeric characters, 
symbols, and the like. Typically, however, a human-readable 
number 120N and an equivalent simple machine-readable 
bar code 120C are satisfactory. 

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating an example 
format 380 for a voter identifier (VID) 120. VID 120 is a 
sequence of numbers or other alphanumeric characters or 
symbols that uniquely identify a voter and provide voting 
information relating to the voter that may be utilized by a 
voting machine or by a ballot reading machine or by election 

herein by reference in their entireties. 

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating an example ballot 100 
intended to be read by an optical reader. Ballot 100 includes 
four regions 110 each containing information pertaining to a 
particular election contest or question and a number of 
marking regions or mark spaces 112 therein in which a voter 
makes a mark to select one or more voting selections for the 
particular election contest or question. Mark spaces 112 may 

35 officials. VID format 380 includes, for example, six different 
informational fields 381-386. Field 381 includes a number 

be any convenient closed shape and provide a defined area 40 

in a defined location in which a voter marks his voting 
selections by darkening or otherwise marking therein. Mark 
spaces 112 are typically indicated by an outline in the shape 

of characters, typically 3, that uniquely identifY the voter's 
state of residence and field 382 includes a number of 
characters, typically 3, that uniquely identifY the voter's 
county of residence. Fields 381-386 may be used for auto
matic reading and tabulation of different ballots without 
manual or other sorting prior to their being read and tabu
lated, as well as for absentee and provisional voting. While 

of a circle, oval, rectangle, square or other desired closed 
shape. After the ballot 100 is marked by the voter, it is voted 
(e.g., deposited in a ballot box or otherwise submitted) and 
is read and tabulated, typically by a reading machine or 
reader that optically reads or senses the defined mark spaces 
to determine whether each mark space 112 is marked or 
unmarked, thereby indicating a voting selection. The reading 
machine is programed to define a "template" corresponding 
to the locations on the ballot where each of the contests/ 
questions 110 and the respective mark spaces 112 therefor 
are located. 

In the example illustrated, a first region 110 designated 
"General Election (1/4)" contains the names and party 
affiliations of candidates for "President and Vice President" 
and a mark space 112 for each set of candidates, as well as 
mark spaces 112 for a "Skip Contest" or "No Vote" (abstain) 
selection 114 and for a write-in candidate selection 116. A 
second region 110 designated "General Election (2/4)" con
tains the names and party affiliations of candidates for 
"United States Representative (District 16)" and a mark 
space 112 for each candidate, as well as mark spaces 112 for 

45 a three-digit numerical field is typical, providing up to 999 
different entries, two-digit fields may be utilized where a 
lesser number (i.e. 99 or less) of possible entries are needed, 
as in the United States where there are only 50 states. Any 

50 
field may be of greater or lesser number of characters as is 
convenient. 

Field 383 includes a number of characters, typically 4, 
that uniquely identify the voter's municipality of residence. 
Field 384 includes a number of characters, typically 2, that 

55 uniquely identifY the voter's voting precinct or district 
within the county or municipality, and field 385 includes a 
number of characters, typically 2, that uniquely identifY the 
voter's voting ward, if any, within the voting precinct or 
district. Field 386 includes a number of characters, typically 

60 2, that uniquely identify the voter's political party affiliation 
if any has been declared and may be utilized for presenting 
the ballot of the declared political party for voting in a party 
primary election or for straight party voting, where permit-

65 ted. 
Field 387 includes a number of characters, typically 4-10, 

that uniquely identifies the particular ballot in the applicable 
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county, voting precinct, district and/ or ward, as the case may 
be. The random generated number, field 387, is a randomly
generated unique identifier that is printed on a ballot prior to 
the election, and may or may not be traceable to the identity 
of a particular voter, as desired for security and privacy. The 
same unique identifiers as are printed on paper ballots, e.g., 
for absentee and/or provisional voting, may be stored in a 
voting machine or in a vote tabulating machine for verifying 
the authenticity and uniqueness of ballot when it is tabu- 10 
lated. 

6 
chip card, e.g., for securing the card against use to vote more 
than once. For provisional voting, the chip card may be 
likewise retained until the voting selections of a provisional 
voter are stored therein, and then may be returned to the 
provisional voter and/or a voting official, e.g., with a proper 
authorization. Unique identifiers 387 once used for an elec
tion may be "retired" and not used in one or more subse-
quent elections as a means to reduce the likelihood of 
fraudulent in a future election, e.g., either as a VID number 
120 and/or by a counterfeit smart card. 

FIGS. 3A, 3B, 3C and 3D are schematic diagrams illus
trating a generalized example ballot 100 intended to be read 
by an optical reader. Generalized ballot format 100a of FIG. 

In the United States, voting is typically conducted on a 
state by state basis, and most states delegate to its counties 
the conduct of elections. In local voting, i.e. voting wherein 
a particular voting machine is dedicated for voting by voters 
of a particular county, municipality, precinct, district or 
ward, fields 382-385 may be utilized by the voting machine 

15 3Ahas a plurality oflocations 112' at which mark spaces 112 
may be provided and has a region 120' in which a VID 
number 120 may be represented. Ballot format 100a is 
generalized in that it illustrates all possible mark space or vote tabulating machine to verifY that the voter is using 

the proper ballot form before the voting session is initiated 
and/or before the voting selections marked on the ballot are 
tabulated, e.g., in provisional voting. Typically in local 
voting, the voting machine is situated in a location in a 
particular precinct, district or ward and voters from that 
particular voting precinct, district or ward come to that 25 

20 locations 112' and a relatively large region in which a VID 
number 120 representation may be provided. An actual 
ballot format will typically be on a standardized paper, such 
as an 80-colunm machine readable card or an 81hxll inch or 
an A4 size paper, and have many more possible mark space 
locations 112'. 

In any particular ballot 100, less than all of possible mark 
space locations 112' will be utilized as mark spaces 112 and 
less than the entire region 120' will typically be utilized for 

location to vote, and provisional and/or absentee voters may 
vote using such voting machines even though their voting 
selections are then reproduced on a printed ballot, e.g., as 
printed by a printer associated with the voting machine. 

Data from fields 381-386 is utilized to select the voting 
screens and/or voting contests to be presented on a voting 
machine and/or on one or more printed ballot sheets that 
together comprise a proper complete election ballot for that 

30 
providing the VID number 120 representation. Generalized 
ballot format 100a represents a ballot pattern from which 
particular ballots 100 and areas for particular contests 110, 
each utilizing specific selected ones of mark space locations 
112', according to a template, may be provided. 

FIG. 3B illustrates an example ballot 100b which is 
provided from a ballot format 100a on which contest regions 
110 are defined by dashed lines 118 in the region having the 
possible mark spaces 112' and in which ones of possible 

40 
mark spaces 112' to be utilized for marking voting selections 
are mark spaces 112 defined by solid line circles. The dashed 
lines 118 defining contest regions 110 and the mark spaces 
112 that may be selected together define a template for ballot 
100b, i.e. define the pattern by which voting selections will 

voter in a given election. Each voting machine may generate 35 

on a voter-by-voter basis a complete election ballot by 
selectively combining, for example, a "general ballot" 
including one or more voting contests 110 that are to be 
presented to all voters, a "residence-specific ballot" includ
ing one or more voting contests 110 to be presented to voters 
according to their residence, and/or a "party-specific ballot" 
including one or more voting contests 110 to be presented to 
voters in a party primary election according to their party 
affiliation. Thus, a voting machine and/or ballot printer is not 
constrained or limited to local voting, but may be utilized for 
county-wide or state-wide or nation-wide voting, for 
regional voting, and/or for remote voting. 

Where voters are issued a chip card or smart card con
taining his VID number 120 and an electronic voting 
machine is utilized for printing paper ballots, the voting 
machine is responsive to voting jurisdiction information 
381-386 read from each voter's chip card for providing a 
ballot to the voter and may retain the chip card for the 
writing of the voter's voting selections therein and then 
collects the chip card in a collection container or may allow 

45 be marked for each of plural voting contests as well as the 
pattern by which voting selections will be read by a vote 
tabulating machine or reader for each of the voting contests 
in tabulating the vote. The template of ballot 100b defines 
four contest areas 110 of the same size, with each having 

50 
three active mark spaces 112. Each three mark space contest 
110-3 might be utilized, e.g., for a contest among three 
candidates, or for a contest among three candidates where 
mark spaces are provided for a "No Vote" selection and a 

55 write-in selection, or for a public question or other "Yes-No" 
response matter where a mark space is provided for a "No 

an election official to have the chip card. Optionally, the 
voting machine and/or vote tabulating machine may reject 
the chip card and/or the paper ballot 100 if the voter 60 

registration information 381-386 and/or the unique identi
fier 387 read therefrom do not match corresponding infor
mation stored in the voting machine and/or vote tabulating 
machine, and may return or collect the chip card. In either 65 
case, the chip card once inserted into the voting machine 
may be retained in a way that the voter may not retrieve the 

Vote" or "Abstain" selection. 
FIG. 3C illustrates an example ballot 100A which is 

provided from a ballot format 100A on which contest 
regions 110 are defined by dashed lines 118 in the region 
having the possible mark spaces 112' and in which ones of 
possible mark spaces 112' to be utilized for marking voting 
selections are mark spaces 112 defined by solid line circles. 
The dashed lines 118 defining contest regions 110 and the 
mark spaces 112 that may be selected together define a 
template for ballot 100A, i.e. define the pattern by which 
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voting selections will be marked and tabulated. The template 
ofballot 100Adefines four contest areas 110 of two different 
sizes, one having five active mark spaces 112, and three 
having two mark spaces 112. The five mark space contest 
110-5 might be utilized, e.g., for a contest among five 
candidates or for a contest among three candidates where 
mark spaces are provided for a "No Vote" or "Abstain" 
selection and for a write-in selection. Each two-mark space 
contest 110-2 may be utilized, e.g., for a public question or 10 
other "Yes-No" response matter. 

8 
metrical indicia or fiducial marks that uniquely define their 
own center are preferred. Indicia or fiducial marks 122 
and/or the pattern thereof may be standardized for all ballots 
and/or may be different for different ballots and defined by 
the ballot template therefor. Indicia or fiducial marks 122 
may located be any location(s) suitable for defining the 
orientation, and preferably also defining the scale/size, of 
ballot 100. To this end, an odd-number of indicia or fiducial 
marks 122 disposed in an asymmetric pattern are preferred. 
Where a two-sided or plural sheet ballot is utilized, each 
sheet and/or side includes marking indicia or fiducial marks 
122. 

In addition, where a ballot is too long to be provided on 

FIG. 3D illustrates a generalized example ballot 100 
intended to be read by an optical reader, wherein ballot 100 
includes a number of orientation indicia or fiducial marks 
122 that are located in predetermined asymmetric positions 
that when read by a ballot reader may be utilized to define 
the orientation of ballot 100. Although only one indicia or 
fiducial mark 122 is necessary to define ballot orientation, 
and will satisfactorily define the orientation of ballot 100 for 
reading by an automatic ballot reader, plural (at least two or 
more) indicia or fiducial marks 122 are preferred so that the 
orientation of ballot 100 may be determined even when 
ballot 100 is not properly and precisely aligned for reading 

15 one ballot sheet, plural sheets may be provided with a page 
number identifier on each sheet that is read and utilized to 
select the proper ballot sheet template or to determine the 
portion of a selected ballot template applicable to each ballot 

20 sheet. Preferably, page number identifiers are human-read
able and machine-readable, such as a numeral in a font 

by a ballot reader and so that the scale of the ballot may be 25 

determined. 
In particular, orientation indicia or fiducial mark 122a 

near the upper corner of ballot 100 and orientation indicia or 
fiducial marks 122b and 122c near the lower edge, e.g., near 

30 
the right-hand and left-hand corners of ballot 100 define the 
orientation of ballot 100 and, because the predetermined 
positional locations of indicia or fiducial marks 122a, 122b 
and 122c are precisely known, i.e. they are spaced apart a 
predetermined distance, orientation indicia or fiducial marks 35 

122 also define the scale and/or size of ballot 100. Further, 

easily read by a computer reader. Further, so-called "sum
mary" ballots may be utilized wherein the candidates and 
questions are provided in a booklet, and each candidate 
and/or response is identified in the booklet by a number; in 
this case, the mark spaces 112 of the summary ballot are 
each associated with one of the numbers set forth in the 
booklet. In addition, a candidate name and/or response 
selection (e.g., a "yes" or "no") may be printed on the 
surmnary ballot with the number. 

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram illustrating an example 
ballot 100 including ranked and/or cumulative voting that is 
intended to be read by an optical reader. Ballot 100 includes 
a plurality of contest areas 110 (each having a region 
wherein "NAME and other features of the contest" infor-

each mark space 112 is in a predetermined position relative 
to indicia or fiducial marks 122, and so the relative locations 

mation identifYing the particular contest is placed and 
wherein mark spaces for selecting a candidate are placed) 

40 
and also includes aVID area 120, as described above. Any 
one or more contest areas 110 may be utilized for straight 

of all mark spaces 112, as well as any other location on ballot 
100, can be determined from fiducial marks 122, whether or 
not a mark space 112 has been marked. Where ballots are 
imaged, the positions of each indicia or fiducial mark 122 
and of each mark space 112 is defined in the same coordinate 
system as are the pixels of the ballot image, e.g., in X-Y 45 

coordinates, thereby to facilitate the "reading" of the ballot 
via its ballot image, e.g. to determine which mark spaces 112 
are marked to indicate a voting selection. 

Comparing the predetermined relative positions and/or 
50 

spacings of indicia or fiducial marks 122 with the imaged 
positions thereof permits the scale/size of the ballot image 
and the position of each mark space 112 to be determined. 
This is helpful for normalizing the ballot image provided by 
the ballot reader as well as for locating the proper positions 55 

of ballot identifier 120 and of marking areas 112 as defined 
by the appropriate ballot template. Scaling and/or normal
izing the size of the ballot image can be utilized to com
pensate for small changes in the size of ballots, e.g., due to 
stress, moisture content and the like, thereby to avoid any 60 

inaccuracy that might otherwise result therefrom. 

voting, for ranked voting and/or for cumulative voting, as 
may be the case for a particular election and/or contest. 

A first contest area 110-R is arranged for conducting 
ranked voting wherein the voter may rank the candidates in 
his order of preference. In this example, five candidates may 
be ranked. Filling one mark space 112 indicates first choice 
ranking, filling two mark spaces 112 indicates second choice 
ranking, and so forth. The opposite sense, where marking a 
greater number of mark spaces for a candidate indicates a 
greater preference, could also be utilized. Thus, five mark 
spaces 112 are associated with each candidate's name and 
with each write-in candidate position 116. Optionally and/or 
alternatively, plural mark spaces may be associated with 
rank numbers (e.g., a "1" mark space for first choice, a "2" 
mark space for second choice, a "3" mark space for third 
choice, and so forth) for each candidate in a contest. 

Ranked voting may be utilized for conducting an "instant 
run-off' where no candidate or an insufficient number of 
candidates receives sufficient first-choice votes to be elected 
(e.g., fails to receive a majority of the votes cast) under the 
election rules in effect. If no candidates win or fewer than the 

Suitable indicia or fiducial marks include, for example, 
cross-hair lines, cross-hair lines in a circle, targets, bulls-eye 
shapes, bullets, "+" marks, "X" marks, boxes, any of the 
foregoing with one or more black, darkened or contrasting 
adjacent sections, and/or any combination thereof. Sym-

65 required number win, a run-off election is required. Con
ventionally the run-off election occurs later in time and 
incurs the expense of conducting a second election. In an 
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Ballot printer BP may be a conventional ballot printer that 
prints ballots provided it is capable of printing the VID 
number 120 in machine-and/or human readable form and of 
printing the unique random portion of the VID 120, or may 
be a printer associated with voting machine VM. The actual 
format of ballots 100 will be in conformance to the appli
cable federal, state, county, and/or local legal requirements 
for election ballots, as is the case for conventional optically-

instant run off, so called because the voting needed for the 
run off are cast in the initial election and so are immediately 
("instantly") available. In an instant run-off election, candi
date(s) receiving the least first choice votes are eliminated 
and the voters' second choice rankings of candidates other 
than those eliminated are then counted to determine the 
winner(s). One mark space 112 is provided to skip the entire 
contest and/or to abstain 114 for the balance of that contest, 
i.e. to intentionally under vote. The voting apparatus and 
ballots described herein permit an instant run-off election to 
be conducted automatically and electronically if no winner 
emerges from the initial voting. 

10 scanned ballots. Thus, standardized paper sizes, e.g., 81hx11 
inches or 81f2x14 inches or A4 metric paper, may be utilized, 
and single-page ballot requirements, minimum font size 
standards, candidate ballot space standards, and the like, will 

A second contest area 110-C of ballot 100 is arranged for 
conducting cumulative voting wherein the voter may dis- 15 

tribute a given number of votes among the candidates in his 
order of preference, typically where more than one candidate 
is to be elected in a given contest. Cumulative voting allows 
the voter to distribute his vote among any one or more of the 20 
candidates rather than being limited to voting for or not 
voting for each candidate equally, as in straight voting. In 
this example, five votes may be cast (five mark spaces 112 
may be marked) in the contest and the five votes may be cast 
for any one or more candidates. Filling more mark spaces 25 

112 for a candidate indicates a greater number of votes, and 
thus a greater preference, for that candidate. Thus, five mark 
spaces 112 are associated with each candidate's name and 
with each write-in candidate 116. One mark space 112 is 

30 
provided to skip the entire contest and/or to abstain 114 for 
the balance of that contest, i.e. to intentionally under vote. 

be met, in a customized and/or conventional ballot format. 
For example, ballots 100 may be conventional ballots such 
as a Scantron ballot, which has an array of 48x80 elliptical 
mark spaces on fixed grid pattern on an 81hxll inch paper 
ballot, onto which is added VID number 120 in machine
and/or human-readable form as described herein. 

FIG. 6 is a schematic block diagram of an example voting 
apparatus VM as shown and described in patent applications 
Ser. Nos. 09/737,306 and 10/255,348 incorporated herein. 
Voting machine VM includes a processor P for processing 
information relative to a voter and/or voting and for pro
viding a voting session identifier, a non-volatile memory M 
for storing and providing such information, a display unit 
DU for displaying information to the voter, and a voter 
interface VI whereby the voter can enter information into 
voting machine VM for processor P and/or memory M. It is 
noted that the components of voting machine VM are similar 
to the components of a personal computer and so a conven
tional personal computer, with or without modification, may 
be utilized in voting machine VM, although it is likely that 
conventional computer components, particularly processor P 
and memory M, may be utilized in conjunction with displays 
DU and input devices VI adapted to or customized for the 
voting machine application, for example, for ruggedness, 
resistance to tampering and/or abuse. In addition, processor 
P includes a function for providing unique voting session 
identifiers for each voting session, for example, a random
number or random-character generator RAG or a look-up 

Alternatively to providing plural mark spaces 112 for each 
candidate for conducting ranked and/or cumulative voting, 
mark space 112 may be arranged as a seven-segment mark 35 

space 112' wherein selected ones of the seven segment 
spaces thereof may be marked to define a numeral. For 
example, marking the two vertical segments at the left or at 
the right indicates the number "1", marking the top, middle 

40 
and bottom horizontal segments and the upper right and 
lower left vertical segments indicates the number "2", mark
ing all seven segments indicated the number "8", and so 
forth, in like marmer to illuminating selected segments of a 
seven-segment display to display numbers. 45 table or other suitable generator. Voter interface VI may be 

a touch screen and so would provide display DU and a 
keyboard. 

The two remaining contest areas 110 of ballot 100 are 
examples of straight voting for two different example con
tests, one in which two candidates of eleven are to be elected 
and the other in which one candidate is to be elected. Ballot 
100 may include, and preferably does include plural posi
tional indicia 122 as described above in relation to FIG. 3D. 

50 

FIG. 5 is a schematic block diagram of an example ballot 
generating apparatus 200. Apparatus 200 includes a proces
sor for generating ballots 100 from information provided 55 

thereto either by election officials entering contest informa
tion, candidate information and the like, i.e. for generating 
ballot form and/or formats for particular jurisdictions and/or 
sub-divisions thereof The processor may be the processor 
included in an electronic voting machine that includes ballot 60 

generating capability, such as the VOTE-TRAKKER™ 
direct recording electronic voting machine available from 
Avante International Technology, Inc. located in Princeton 
Junction, N.J. described in patent applications Ser. Nos. 65 
09/737,306 and 10/255,348, or may be a computer running 
suitable ballot generating software. 

Memory M may also be of any suitable non-volatile 
memory type. Suitable memory devices include floppy 
disks, computer hard disk drives, writeable optical disks, 
memory cards, memory modules and flash memory modules 
(such as those utilized in electronic cameras), magnetic and 
optical tapes and disks, as well as semiconductor memories 
such as non-volatile random-access memory (RAM), pro
grammable read-only memory (PROM), electronically eras-
able progrannnable read-only memory (EEPROM) and the 
like. Memory M or a separate memory contains the operat
ing system, data base and application software that operates 
processor P as voting machine VM. 

Alternatively, various progrannning information, a voting 
session identifier generator or list, voting information, can
didate and office information and the like may be provided 
in firmware, such as in an EPROM, which provides addi
tional resistance to tampering and/or hacking attack. Such 
firmware may be utilized, for example, for controlling the 
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reading and writing of information to optional smart cards 
SC, the storing of voting record information in memory M, 
particularly, a specific memory device such as a memory 
chip card, an optical disk or tape, or other electronic, 
magnetic or optical media. Preferably, memory M of voting 
machine VM includes two independent non-volatile 
memory devices so that voting record information and a 
voting session identifier are stored on two separate, inde
pendent memory devices for redundancy and preservation of 
at least one copy of the accumulated voting records in the 
event one of the memory devices fails or otherwise becomes 
inoperative. Desirably, the two non-volatile memories are of 
different types, such as a semiconductor memory and a hard 
disk, or a memory card and an optical disk, or any other 
convenient combination. 

Voter interface VI may be a standard or custom keyboard, 

12 
also include Braille devices, aural information via head
phones, or other devices specially suited for people with 
handicaps. 

Operatively associated with or coupled to processor P and 
memory M are a printer LP for providing a tangible record 
of the voting session, e.g., a printed paper receipt and an 
optional smart card reader/writer RW for writing and/or 
reading information from/to a smart card. Preferably, local 

10 printer LP and optional reader/writer RW are built into the 
physical container VMC of voting machine VM along with 
processor P, memory or memories M, display DU and voter 
interface VI, and that physical container VMC is rugged and 
sealable for security and to prevent unauthorized access to 

15 the components therein, thereby being resistant to tamper
ing. Other voting booth components, such as a privacy 
curtain, the opening and closing mechanism therefor, or a 
floor stand, need not be part of voting machine container 
VMC, but may be permanently or demountably attached 
thereto as is convenient. 

as may facilitate write-in voting, or may be dedicated vote 
20 

buttons or switches similar to conventional mechanical 
voting machines, for example, or may be a touch-screen 
interface associated with display unit DU, and is typically 
connected to processor P via cabling. Special keys can be 

Optional smart card reader/writer RW is operatively asso-

provided for voting functions such as "Elect" or "Select" or 25 

ciated with or coupled to processor P and memory M for 
writing information including at least a unique voting ses
sion identifier and a voting record into the memory of a 
smart card SC and optionally for reading information, such "Vote," or for "Erase" or "Change," or for "Write-in." 

Alternative voter interfaces VI may include voice recogni
tion apparatus, Braille keyboards or pen systems with writ
ing recognition interfaces, each preferably with confirmation 
of the data entered displayed on display unit DU or even 
aurally via headphones. For a "standard" computer key
board, for example, it is preferred that the "function keys," 

as voter registration and/or identifYing information, from a 
smart card. Each voting session identifier is a randomly-

30 generated unique identifYing or serial number or character 
sequence (e.g., a pseudo-random number) of at least eight 
characters or digits, and preferably of 12 or more characters 
or digits. Such voting session identifiers are generated for 

i.e. those keys that can be used for a purpose other than 
35 

each voting session of each election, either centrally and 
then loaded into memories M of voting machines VM or by 
processor P as each voter participates in a voting session. It 
may be desirable for the voting session identifiers to include 
additional characters identifying voting district and/or the 

voting, such as to access and/or control the operating system 
and other programs, e.g., the F1-F12 keys, be disabled or 
rendered inoperative, either by software control or physical 
means. 

In addition, a voter interface VI for allowing visually 40 
polling place and/or the voting machine VM on which the 
vote associated with the identifYing number was cast, and/or 
the date and time of the voting session, but not the voter, so 
as to preserve voter anonymity while providing traceability 
of voting records. If any information particular to an indi-

impaired voters to vote without assistance may employ a 
modified standard keyboard of which only certain keys are 
responded to in combination with an aural device. E.g., only 
the four keys (buttons) at the corners of a numeric keypad or 
the four areas (buttons) in the four corners of a touch screen 
may be enabled to indicate possible selections such as vote, 
skip, next, previous, and the like, with audible voice instruc
tions and confirmation of buttons pressed provided via a 
headphone. A typical function assignment to the comer keys 
can include: upper right key="repeat" (to hear voice mes
sage again), lower right key="Enter" (to make a selection 
within the allotted time), lower left key="Cast Vote" (and 
proceed to the next contest), and upper right key="Increase 
Speed" (to increase the rate at which contests and/or voice 
indications are presented). Any or all of these functional 
keys may be exaggerated in size or otherwise made easily 
distinguished by tactile feel. Such keyboard/button program
ming is commonly provided by software. 

45 vidual voter is stored in the memory of smart card SC, as 
may be the case where information confirming voter regis
tration or an identifying PIN number, security code or other 
personal data is utilized, such information is written over or 
erased or otherwise rendered permanently unrecoverable 

50 
either before or at the time that voting record and voting 
session identifier information is stored in the memory of 
smart card SC by reader/writer RW of voting machine VM. 

For optical ballot voting, voting machine VM generates a 
55 ballot format 100 for a particular jurisdiction, for example, 

according to a pre-programmed ballot information and/or in 
response to the voting jurisdiction information correspond
ing to the voter's VID number (fields 381-386) as entered 
via voter interface VI and/or a smart card and reader RW, as 

60 the case may be. The ballot format is generated by processor 
Pas described above and in incorporated patent applications 
Ser. Nos. 09/737,306 and 10/255,348, with a format layout 
for contests 110 consistent with local election requirements 
rather than as a series of voting screens. Ballot 100 so 
generated is printed by printer LP and is provided to the 

Display unit DU may be of any suitable type, such as a 
conventional cathode ray tube or computer display, an LCD 
display, a touch-screen display or other suitable device, for 
displaying alphanumeric and/or graphical information, or a 65 
set of illuminated buttons, as desired, and is typically 
connected to processor P via cabling. Display unit DU may voter, e.g., by hand for provisional voting and/or by mail for 
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absentee voting. Ballots 100 may be printed in advance of an 
election and/or may be printed during an election on a 
demand, i.e. as needed, basis. 

If reader/writer RW is a contact-type reader for use with 
contact-type smart cards, then the smart card SC is inserted 
into slot S thereof to be read and/or written to. If reader/ 
writer RW is a wireless or contact-less-type reader for use 
with wireless or contact-less-type smart cards, then the smart 
card SC is placed proximate to antenna AN of reader/writer 
RW to be read from and/or written to. If reader/writer RW 
is of a type for use with both contact-type and wireless or 
contact-less-type smart cards, then the smart card SC is 
inserted into slot S if it is a contact-type smart card and is 
placed proximate to antenna AN if it is a wireless-type smart 
card, or is either inserted into slot S or is placed proximate 
antenna AN if it is a so-called "combos-card" that combines 
both external contacts and an internal antenna so that it can 

14 
Desirably, the VOTE-TRAKKER™ voting system and 
apparatus provides redundancy for voting record and voting 
session identifier data in that each vote is recorded by at least 
one additional independent and verifiable means: to wit, by 
electronic recording in the memory of a smart card separate 
from the voting machine and the printed record. This appa
ratus, and the method it performs, can provide 100% trans
parency of each and every vote and can maintain 100% 

10 privacy and confidentiality of each and every voter and vote, 
although other embodiments may not do so. 

FIG. 7 is a schematic block diagram illustrating an 
example ballot reader apparatus 1000 for reading machine
readable ballots 100. Ballot reader apparatus 1000 includes 

15 reading device 1010 that has an input container 1020 into 
which ballots 100 to be read are placed for being fed through 
transport path 1030 to an output container 1040 into which 
ballots 100 that have been read as they pass through trans-

be read from or written to either via contacts or a wireless 20 port path 1030 are deposited, i.e. are collected. Therebe
tween, ballot transport path 1030 defines a path through communication. 

Further, while optional smart card encoder RW need only 
be able to write information to a smart card, it may also read 
information stored in a smart card SC and provide same to 
processor P. Reader/writer RW may also be a decoder to 
decode information read from a smart card SC in encrypted 
or encoded form, and/or may also be a coder that encrypts 

which ballots 100 are transported for being read as they are 
transported between input container 1020 and output con
tainer 1040. Transport path 1030 includes two readers 1031 

25 and 1032 of reader device 1010 which read the information 
and/or markings on ballots 100 as they pass thereby. Pref
erably, ballots 100 are optically-read ballots 100 of the sorts 
illustrated in FIGS.1 and 3A-3D and readers 1031 and 1032 
are optical readers. Member 1034 may be a guide for 
transport path 1030 that also provides a light shield for 
optical readers 1031, 1032. 

It is noted that conventional optical readers have only one 
optical reader and must be preprogrammed with a template 

or encodes information being written to the smart card SC. 
Such encryption and/or encoding may use public key 

30 
encryption or any other suitable encryption and/or coding 
arrangement. Optionally, and preferably, reader/writer RW 
may include a "take-in" or capture mechanism that grabs 
smart card SC when it is inserted into slot S and, after the 
voting record and voting session identifier information is 
stored in the memory of smart card SC, deposits smart card 
SC into a secure collection box CB operatively associated 
with reader/writer RW and located in voting machine cabi
net VMC. If this option is utilized, and it may be utilized 
with either contact-type or wireless smart cards SC, a 
separate collection box CB and action by each voter to 
deposit his or her smart card SC therein is not needed. 

35 corresponding to the particular ballots to be passed there
through and read, and so the ballots must be sorted by 
jurisdiction and the like so that only ballots of the same 
form, i.e. of the form that corresponds to the preprogrammed 

40 
template, are passed through to be read at any one time. 
Ballots of different format must be passed through as sepa
rate batches after the corresponding template therefor has 
been programmed into the optical reader. Even if a conven
tional optical reader were to have two optical readers, both Local printer LP may provide a tangible independent 

record of each individual voter's voting selections associ
ated with the voter's unique identifying number and/or may 
be utilized to print ballots 100. Printer LP if utilized for 
printing voting receipts is of a type that retains no record of 
the data printed (e.g., is not a daisy wheel or other printer 
employing a ribbon or other sheet-type ink source from 
which information printed may be extracted or recon
structed) such as a thermal printer, a dot matrix printer, an 
ink-jet printer, a bubble jet printer, a laser printer and the 
like, which are conventional. A specialty or security-type of 
paper, or other medium making authentication of a printed 
receipt and/or a printed ballot 100 easier and counterfeiting 
of altering of same more difficult, can be utilized, thereby 
reducing the likelihood of counterfeiting or fraud. Desirably, 
printer LP also prints information identifYing the election 
district, the date and time of voting and similar information 
that may help to authenticate printed receipt PR and/or 
optical ballot 100. 

The preferred VOTE-TRAKKER™ voting system and 
apparatus as illustrated by FIG. 4 is provided in incorporated 
patent applications Ser. Nos. 09/737,306 and 10/255,348. 

45 optical readers thereof would be progrmed for reading the 
ballots against the same preprogrmed template, i.e. would 
be for making redundant readings for verifying the correct
ness of either reading against one predetermined prepro
grammed template. 

50 
On the other hand, reader 1010 includes two readers 1031 

and 1032 and a processor 1050 that cooperate for reading 
ballots 100 of different forms without the need to pre-sort the 
ballots into groups of like form. Specifically, optical reader 

55 1031 reads ballots 100 for reading the VID number 120 
thereon and communicates the VID number 120 to processor 
1050. Reader 1031 need not read any other part of ballots 
100. Processor 1050 is responsive to the VID number 120 
read from each ballot 100 by reader 1031 to identify and 

60 select the ballot template corresponding thereto. Optical 
reader 1032 reads ballots 100 for reading the mark spaces 
112 thereon that have been marked for comparison in 
accordance with the ballot template selected by processor 

65 1050. 
The VID number 120 read from each ballot 100 by reader 

1031 should include at least the jurisdictional information 
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fields thereof, e.g., fields 381-386, utilized to identifY and 
select the ballot template. Optical reader 1031 should also 
read the unique random number field, e.g., field 387, so that 
the unique random number portion ofVID 120 is associated 
with the stored voting selection information and is available 
for later verification of the ballot and/or of the correct 
reading thereof, as well as for tracking of his vote by the 
voter, e.g., via an Internet or other posting, as described 
herein. Where VID 120 is on ballot 100 in two different 10 
forms, e.g., in machine-readable form and in human-read
able form, reader 1000 may have the ability to read both 
forms of VID 120, e.g., a bar-code reader and an OCR 
reader, usually in processor 1050. 

16 
1032, which read marked voting selections are then tabu
lated as votes by vote counter 1060. If the next ballot is of 
form B, for example, reader 1031 reads the VID number 120 
from that ballot 100 of form B and signals same to processor 
1050 which then provides the mark space template for 
ballots 100 of form B for reading the marked voting selec
tions from that ballot 100 read by optical reader 1032, which 
read marked voting selections are then tabulated as votes by 
vote counter 1060, and so forth. The process repeats for each 
ballot read by reader 1000 wherein the template for each 
ballot is selected by processor 1050 responsive to the VID 
number 120 read from that ballot, i.e., specifically respon
sive to the jurisdictional information defined in fields 

15 121-127 ofVID number 120. Reader 1032 need not read portions of ballot 100 other 
than those containing valid mark spaces 112 according to the 
template corresponding to that ballot. The unnecessary por
tions of ballot 100 not containing valid mark spaces 112 may 
either not be read or may be read and then discarded while 20 
retaining the readings of mark spaces 112. Only images of 
the VID and mark space zones need be obtained and stored 
for tabulating and/or verifYing voting by vote counter 1060. 
Images of the VID and mark space zones may be stored in 
any suitable electronic format including but not limited to 25 

.BMP, .TIFF, .PDF or any other suitable format. In this way, 
the amount of storage capacity needed to store the informa
tion read from each ballot is substantially reduced because 
the standardized information, e.g., names of contests, names 
of candidates, and the like, are not stored. 

As a result, ballots 100 placed into input container 1020 
do not have to be pre-sorted to be of the same format, but 
may be of different formats because readers 1031, 1032 in 
cooperation with processor 1050 determine the proper tem
plate to be utilized for reading each ballot 100 according to 
its format. Specifically, because the information in fields 
381-386 of each VID number 120 printed on each ballot 100 
define the particular voting jurisdiction (e.g., state, county, 
municipality, precinct, ward and/or political party), they also 
define the form of ballot 100 for such jurisdiction. From the 
VID number 120 read by optical reader 1031, processor 
1050 determines the jurisdiction and the ballot form therefor 
and supplies the template therefor for use in conjunction 
with the pattern of mark spaces 112 marked on ballot 100 for 
determining the voting selections made thereon. 

Simply put and by way of example, reader 1031 reads the 
VID number 120 from a first ballot 100 of form A and 

Accordingly, an optical reader for reading paper ballots 
having a jurisdiction identifier thereon and having voting 
selections marked thereon, comprises a transport path for 
transporting paper ballots between an input and an output 
thereof; a first optical reader for reading the jurisdiction 
identifier of each paper ballot transported on said transport 
path, and a second optical reader for reading the voting 
selections marked on each paper ballot transported on said 
transport path. A processor receives the jurisdiction identi
fier read by the first optical reader for each paper ballot for 
selecting a template for reading in accordance with the 
selected template the voting selections marked on each 

30 
paper ballot, whereby the voting selections marked on each 
paper ballot are read in accordance with a template corre
sponding to the jurisdiction identifier for that paper ballot. 

In addition and optionally, processor 1050 may include 
optical character recognition (OCR) software to provide 

35 alphanumeric outputs of the information in the VID field 
read by reader 1031 and/or of write-in information in the 
write-in portions of the voting fields read by reader 1032 
according to the template selected by processor 1050. It is 

40 
preferred that reader 1000 move ballots through transport 
path 1030 at the rate of at least about 10--12 inches per 
second (about 25-30 em/sec.) so that ballots on either 
81hxll inch paper and/or on A4 paper may be read at a rate 
of at least about one ballot per second. It is also preferred 

45 that readers 1031 and 1032 have a resolution of at least about 
100 dpi or greater, and it is desirable in some cases that 
reader 1000 provide dual-side document scanning. 

Reader 1000 may be utilized at a polling place or other 
voting location for "checking" ballots marked by voters 

50 
prior to their being voted, i.e. officially deposited into a 
collection container. In this case, vote counter 1060 is 
eliminated and no record of the actual voting selections 
marked is retained; processor 1050 processes only the VID 

55 number 120 and the mark space 112 regions to select the 
corresponding ballot template and to verifY that the proper 
number of mark spaces have been marked for each contest 
and/or question. 

signals same to processor 1050 which then provides the 
mark space template for ballots 100 of form A for reading 
the marked voting selections from first ballot 100 read by 
optical reader 1032. The marked voting selections read by 
reader 1032 are then tabulated as votes by vote counter 
1060. Next, reader 1031 reads the VID number 120 from a 
second ballot 100 of form B and signals same to processor 
1050 which then provides the mark space template for 
ballots 100 of form B for reading the marked voting selec
tions from second ballot 100 read by optical reader 1032, 60 

which read marked voting selections are then tabulated as 
votes by vote counter 1060. Next, reader 1031 reads the VID 
number 120 from a third ballot 100 of form C and signals 
same to processor 1050 which then provides the mark space 65 
template for ballots 100 of form C for reading the marked 
voting selections from third ballot 100 read by optical reader 

Reader 1000 in checking a ballot preferably signals or 
otherwise provides a notice or indication if a ballot is under 
voted (i.e. less than the required number of spaces have been 
marked for each contest/question) or is over voted (i.e. more 
than the required number of spaces have been marked for 
each contest/question, which may invalidate a vote in a 
contest/question or may invalidate an entire ballot) or is 
otherwise incorrectly marked. Ballot checking may be uti-
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lized with straight voting, ranked voting, and/or cumulative 
voting similarly, e.g., indicating if improper ranking has 
been marked and/or if the wrong number of cumulative 
votes have been marked. While such checking function 
advances the goal that ballots reflect voter intent, it can 
reduce but not eliminate under voting and over voting; 
however, it will at least give the voter an opportunity to 
correct such condition or at least indicate an intentional "no 
vote" if a "No Vote" or "Abstain" mark space 112 is marked. 

Ballot checking may avoid or at least mitigate the con
dition where the intent of the voter cannot be determined 

18 
cannot identifY or determine pixel density and/or location as 
may be done for a true ballot image as described herein. 
Examples of commercial imaging scanners include types 
DR5020 and DR5080 available from Canon Electronics, 
Inc. located in Japan, and type IS330DC available from 
Ricoh Company located in Japan. Examples of commercial 
printers suitable for ballot printing include the ImageRUN
NER 600 and 105 available from Canon Electronics, Inc., 

10 and similar equipment available from Hewlett Packard of 
Palo Alto, Calif. and Fujitsu of Japan. 

because under and over voting can be reduced and/or 
eliminated. However, where applicable law allows, under 15 

In addition, a "trial" ballot reader is preferably provided 
at each polling place so that a voter has the opportunity to 
have his voted ballot scanned privately and to have the 
voting selections read therefrom be displayed to him pri-and over voting in cumulative voting contests may be 

adjusted and/or rectified when the ballot is counted by 
applying proportioning and/or normalizing rules to the votes 
actually cast by marking mark spaces, e.g., by adding or 
subtracting a proportionate weighted vote. Ballot checking 
may be preformed by a reader 1000 or by an other ballot 
reader such as a ballot imager based on commercial office 
imaging equipment. 

Reader 1000 utilized for ballot checking may also have a 
printer associated therewith for providing a tangible voting 
record, e.g., a printed receipt, to each voter, as described in 
patent applications Ser. Nos. 09/737,306 and 10/255,348. 
Desirably, such printed receipt includes the complete VID 
120 including the unique random portion 381 so that the 
voter may track and verify his vote where the voting results 
are available via an Internet and/or other posting including 
the VID. Preferably, the VID read from the read ballot is 

vately so that the correctness thereof may be confirmed 
before the ballot is cast. Preferably, the trial ballot scanner 
should employ the same reading apparatus and method as 

20 the ballot scanners that will read the ballot in counting and 
tabulating the vote. In any event, the trail ballot reader 
should be "read only" and have no memory or ability to store 
or transmit the voting selections from any ballot, whether by 

25 template and/or image, thereby to assure privacy. I.e. it is for 
vote checking only. 

30 

FIG. 8 is a schematic flow diagram of an example ballot 
reading process 300 compatible with the apparatus of FIG. 
7. Process 300 commences with passing 310 the voted 
ballots through a ballot reader, e.g., along a transport path of 
an optical scan reader, wherein the ballots do not need to be, 
but may be, sorted according to jurisdictions and/or ballot 

printed on the receipt. If the receipt includes a record of the 35 

formats. The ballots are individually and serially read/ 
imaged and the voting information thereon is read/decoded 
via either of alternative processes 320a or 320b. Path 320a 
comprises imaging 321 each ballot and then decoding the 
voting selection information thereon in two decoding steps 
323, 327. Path 320b comprises reading the ballots in two 

voter's voting selections, the receipt also provides an imme
diate confirmation that the ballot can be read and of the 
voting selections marked, whereby the voter may seek 
correction of any error and/or omission prior to voting his 
ballot. 40 steps 322, 326, wherein the voting selection information is 

read in second reading step 326. In either path, the ballot 
template (e.g., a set of computer instructions and/or state
ments and/or data defining a pattern of ballot mark spaces 

While the reader arrangement described in the immedi
ately preceding paragraphs is preferred, optical ballots 100 
including a VID number as described herein may be sorted 
and read by conventional readers in the conventional man
ner, assuming, of course, that the election officials are 
willing and able to sort the paper ballots into groups of like 
form and to program the conventional readers for each 
particular ballot form before running ballots of that form 
therethrough for counting. Ballot readers as described herein 50 

may utilize all or part of conventional ballot readers and/or 
may utilize parts of conventional office equipment such as 

45 for a ballot) for reading/decoding the voting information is 
selected responsive to the voting identifier and/or ballot 
identifier read/decoded in the first reading/decoding step 
322, 323. 

copiers, scanners, facsimile (fax) machines, and other com
mercial imaging and/or scanning devices, and the like, e.g., 55 
for imaging and/or optically reading the information con
tained on an optically-readable paper ballot. 

Ballot imaging process 320a comprises imaging 321 the 
ballot to acquire an image of the voting information thereon 
and then decoding 323 a ballot identifier (e.g., VID) from the 
ballot image. While the entire ballot identifier (e.g., VID) 
may be decoded, only that portion thereof that contains 
jurisdiction information (e.g., ones of fields 381-386) need 
be decoded; decoding the unique random identifier portion 
(e.g., field 387) is optional). The decoded identifier corre
lates to a particular ballot format represented by a ballot 
template, and the ballot template corresponding to the 

Examples of conventional ballot readers include the PAG
ESCAN II reader available from Peripheral Dynamics, Inc. 
located in Plymouth Meeting, Pa., and the SCANMARK 
ES2800 reader available from Scantron located in Tustin, 
Calif. It is noted that such conventional ballot readers 
employ sensors positioned on a fixed grid pattern (e.g., in 
colunms) corresponding to the fixed grid pattern of the 
mark-sense spaces of the ballot sheets with which they are 
utilized, and such readers do not image a ballot and so they 

60 decoded identifier is selected 325 from a database or other 
collection and/or set of ballot templates for decoding 327 the 
voting selection information from the ballot image previ
ously imaged 321. Thus, each ballot of a mixed set of ballots 

65 is read (decoded) according to a template corresponding to 
the particular ballot format to obtain the voting selection 
information thereon. 
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Ballot imaging process 320b comprises reading 322 the 
ballot to read a ballot identifier (e.g., VID) thereon, typically 

20 
ticated, read and/or tabulated prior to the end of the election 
period while the results thereof are not available until after 
the time for voting is completed. Advantageously, this may 
allow election personnel to more efficiently process both 
absentee ballots and the regular voted ballots. 

An advantage may obtain, however, where the tabulated 
330 and/or stored 332 voter selection information is asso
ciated with the identifier where the identifier is not related 
and/or relatable to the identity of a particular voter, i.e. the 
voter remains anonymous. In such case, particular ballots 
can be inspected against the electronic records without 
compromising voter anonymity and privacy, including pub
lishing voting results on a ballot-by ballot basis, e.g., via the 
Internet, as described in incorporated patent applications 
Ser. Nos. 09/737,306 and 10/255,348. Such ability to verifY 
that a ballot has been received and has been counted could 

in a predefined location, area or region of the ballot. While 
the entire ballot identifier (e.g., VID) may be read, only that 
portion thereof that contains jurisdiction information (e.g., 
ones of fields 381-386) need be read; reading the unique 
random identifier portion (e.g., field 387) is optional). The 
read identifier correlates to a particular ballot format repre
sented by a ballot template, and the ballot template corre- 10 
sponding to the read identifier is selected 324 from a 
database or other collection and/or set of ballot templates for 
reading 326 the voting selection information from the ballot. 
While the entire ballot may be read 326, only that portion 
containing voting selection information according to the 15 

selected template 324 need be read. Thus, each ballot of a 
mixed set of ballots is read according to a template corre
sponding to the particular ballot format to obtain the voting 
selection information thereon. 

be desirable for absentee and/or provisional voters, as well 

20 as for general voting. 
It is noted that the foregoing reading/imaging 321, 322, 

323, 326, 327 of the VID and voting selections, and the 
template selecting 324, 325, and/or the tabulating 330 and 
storing 332, may be performed in "real-time" as each ballot 
is read, i.e., the voting selections are read/decoded, stored 25 

332 and tabulated 330 substantially contemporaneously with 
the ballot passing through reader 1010. Alternatively, the 
VID and voting selections read/imaged 321, 322, 326 may 

FIG. 9 is a schematic flow diagram illustrating details of 
a portion of the ballot reading process 300 of FIG. 8. In 
particular, an example of details relating to the steps of 
decoding 327 voting selections, reading 326 voting selec
tions and/or tabulating 330 voting selections using the 
selected 324, 325 ballot template are illustrated. In a pre-
ferred embodiment, ballots are imaged, read and/or decoded 
320a, 320b irrespective of the orientation of each ballot as 
it is passed through the ballot reader and/or irrespective of 
the jurisdiction, voting district, precinct and the like to 
which it pertains. 

First, the orientation of each ballot is determined 340 from 

be stored in "real-time" as each ballot passes through reader 
30 

1010, and the template selecting 324, 325, the decoding/ 
reading 322, 323, 326,327 of the stored VID and voting 
selections, and the tabulating 330 and storing 332 thereof 
may be performed after some or all of the ballots have 
passed through reader 1010, i.e. delayed in time. 

the location(s) of one or more indicia disposed in an asym-
35 metrical pattern on the ballot, and then the ballot image 

and/or the selected 324, 325 template therefor is electroni-It is further noted that in reading ballot 100, it is preferred 
that the ballot image be read/decoded 326, 327 to determine 
whether or not all of the mark spaces 112 as defined 324, 325 
by the appropriate ballot template, and the indicia 122, if 
any, are present in the ballot image, thereby to enable 

40 

detection of an anomalous and/or erroneous ballot 100, 
and/or to detect that a ballot 100 is, e.g., folded, torn, altered 

cally oriented to be in the same orientation. Before, after, 
and/or contemporaneously therewith, the ballot is tested or 
checked 342 to verifY that it is a complete ballot, i.e. that it 
includes all of the indicia 122 and marking space 112 
outlines that the ballot should include as defined by the 
selected 324, 325 template, and so is not torn, folded, altered 
and the like. If the ballot is not complete 342, path "N" is or otherwise incomplete or incorrect. Where an indicia 122 

is employed to define the orientation of each ballot and a 
VID is employed to define the ballot form, the ballots may 
be in any order and orientation, the ballots need not be sorted 

45 taken and the ballot is rejected, e.g., is physically separated 
from the other ballots for manual verification and process-
in g. 

by jurisdiction and/or voting district or the like and need not 
be placed in a given orientation prior to being read/imaged 
and/or decoded 321, 322, 323, 326, 327. 

50 

If the ballot is complete 342, the path "Y" is taken and the 
ballot is tested 346 to determine whether there is any 
write-in voting selection thereon. If testing 346 finds any one 
or more write-in voting selections, the path "Y" is taken and, The voting selection information read/decoded 326, 327 

is tabulated 330 for counting the vote and determining an 
election outcome/result. The read/decoded 326, 327 voting 
selection information may be stored 332, e.g., for later 
verification, auditing, confirmation and/or comparison with 
the paper ballots and the like, and may be printed and/or 
otherwise published 334, in whole or in part, in connection 
therewith. The steps of tabulating 330, storing 332 and/or 
printing/publishing 334 may be either or without the voter 
identifier (e.g., VID) and/or other ballot identifier. 

preferably, the portion(s) of the ballot image containing a 
write-in voting selection(s) are stored 366, preferably along 

55 with the ballot VID for later verification, if necessary or 
desired. Typically, write-in voting selections are processed 
separately from voting selections from among the nominated 
candidates or other regular voting selections. Ballot process
ing then proceeds to the detail steps of decoding 350 the 

60 regular voting selections, i.e. those made by mark space(s) 
112. 

In addition, it is sometimes, if not usually, preferred that 
the printing and/or publishing 334 of voting results be 
positively blocked prior to a predetermined time, e.g., prior 65 
to the end of the time for voting. This, for example, allows 
absentee ballots received prior to the election to be authen-

If testing 346 finds no write-in voting selection is present, 
then path "N" is taken directly to the detail decoding 350 of 
regular voting selections. Decoding 350 includes a number 
of steps that determine whether each mark space 112 has 
been marked to indicate that a voting selection has been 
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made or has not been so marked. For example, the pixels of 
the ballot image, e.g., in a TIFF or BMP or other bitmapped 
or pixelated format, for each mark space 112 are tested to 
determine whether it is a "light" (e.g., not marked) pixel or 
a "dark" (e.g., marked) pixel. The number of "light" and 
"dark" pixels for each mark space 112 are counted 352 and 
the counts of "light" and "dark" pixel are stored 354. 
Preferably, the ballot VID is associated with the stored 
counts of"light" and "dark" pixels thereof, e.g., for auditing 10 
and/or recount. If a sufficient portion of the tested pixels in 
a given mark space are "dark" pixels, then that mark space 
112 is considered to be marked, e.g., as described below. 

Testing 356 determines whether all of the mark spaces 112 
of a contest have been counted 352 and the counts thereof 15 

stored 354. If not, path "N" is taken to go to 358 the next 

22 
write-in voting selections are counted and tabulated 330 
with the total vote. In processing write-in voting selections, 
either the clipped image is displayed, or if the ballot VID is 
associated therewith, the entire ballot image may be dis
played or the original ballot may be retrieved for use in 
manual processing 386. Where the ballots are read, not 
imaged, based upon comparison to a ballot template, only 
the result of reading the ballot is stored, and so the original 
ballot is preferably separated and kept for manual processing 
386 of write-in voting selections. 

A typical ballot image in a pixel or bitmap format may 
have a file size in the range of 3-500 kilobytes, depending 
upon the format and the degree of file compression utilized, 
but could be as large as 1-10 megabytes without file 
compression. A computer hard drive of the sort typically 
found in a current commercially available personal com
puter, e.g., of 60-100 gigabytes capacity, can easily store 

region of the contest repeat the pixel counting 352 and 
storing 354 until all of mark spaces 112 have been pro
cessed. When all mark spaces 112 of a contest have been 
processed, the path "Y" is taken from testing 356 to deter
mine 360 whether the contest has been voted properly, i.e. 
whether the proper number of mark spaces have been 
marked. If the proper number of mark spaces 112 have been 
marked, the path "Y" is taken and the voting selection for 
that contest is counted 362. If either too many (over vote) or 
too few (under vote) mark spaces 112 have been marked, the 
path "N" is taken and the under vote or over vote is stored 
for later processing. If an under vote, the voting selections 
made can be counted 362, if the applicable law allows. 

20 full-ballot images (of nominal or average 500 kilobyte size) 
for a population of 100,000 voters. One or more servers may 
be utilized for storing ballot images for a population of one 
million or more voters. 

Typically, full ballot images are stored initially on the 
25 hard drive of a computer and are later transferred to perma

nent storage media, e.g., a "write-once, read-many" 
(WORM) medium such as a CR-R disk, for long-term 
storage. Reduced images, whether by compression and/or by 

In addition, if there is a write-in voting selection, the fact 
thereof is tested 368 with the affirmative result of the all 
regions counted test 356 at path "Y" to determine 368 
whether the contest is voted properly considering the pres
ence of a write-in voting selection. If not, then path "N" is 
taken and an over vote or under vote is recorded 364. If the 
voting selection is determined 368 to be proper, then path 
"Y" is taken and the write-in voting selection is processed 
380. 

30 
"clipping" the portions of the ballot image that include mark 
spaces, write-in voting spaces, identifiers and the like, and 
other information pertinent to voting selection other than the 
standard information and candidates names printed on the 
ballot, may be utilized to reduce the quantity of information 

35 that needs be processed on counting and tabulating the vote 
and/or that needs to be stored. Such techniques can be 
utilized reduce the size of each ballot image file to as low as 
10 kilobytes or less. 

40 
FIGS. lOA, lOB, and lOC are schematic diagrams of mark 

spaces 112 of a ballot 100 marked in a variety of ways and 
of enlarged diagrams illustrating details thereof, and are 
helpful to understanding a preferred aspect for counting 

Following the counting of a voting selection 362, an under 
vote or over vote 364 or a "Y" determination 368, testing 
370 determines whether all contests for that ballot have been 
counted and processed. If not, path "N" is taken to the next 45 

contest 372 which is then processed 350 and so forth as 
described. If yes, path "Y" is taken and the next ballot is then 
processed in like marmer to that just described until all of the 
ballots have been processed and the voting selections 
thereon have been counted and tabulated 330. 

50 

voting selections of the method described herein. 
FIG. lOA illustrates some of the various ways that a voter 

may mark a mark space 112 in making a voting selection. 
For example, mark space 112a has been fully marked by the 
voter so that it is essentially 100% filled in and there is no 
question that the voter intended to mark that region 112a and 
it should be counted as a vote. Mark space 112b is partially 
marked and may be about 50% filled in, and it is likely the 
voter intended to mark that region 112b and it should be 
counted as a vote. Similarly, mark spaces 112c, 112d and 

55 112e are marked with a check, a large X and a small x, 
respectively, and it is likely that the mark was intended and 
should be counted as a vote. However, mark space 112/ 
contains a small mark that may be an intended or unintended 

Separate processing 380 of write-in voting selections may 
proceed as follows, typically after all the regular voting 
selections have been tabulated. Optionally, the write-in 
voting selections may be converted to alphanumeric char
acters by optical character recognition (OCR) 382. The 
stored 366 images of the write-in voting selections are 
accumulated 384, with their corresponding OCR result, if 
any, and are displayed for manual processing 386, including 
validation, by election officials. The display may be on a 60 

computer display or the like or may be a printed form, as 
may be desired and/or required by applicable law. 

Preferably, write-in voting selection images are "clipped" 
from the ballot images and have the ballot VID associated 65 
therewith, and plural clipped images are displayed on one 
screen or printed on one page. Manually processed 386 valid 

mark therein, and so may or may not be counted as a vote. 
Each ballot image captured by ballot reader in reading 

ballots 100 must be read to determine which ones of mark 
spaces 112 thereon have been marked sufficiently to count as 
being marked to indicate a voting selection and which ones 
have not. The ballot reader produces a ballot image, whether 
of the entire ballot or only of portions thereof selected in 
accordance with the applicable ballot template, that is pref-
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erably in a pixelated or bitmapped format, e.g., a TIFF or a 
BMP image, or other bitmapped format. Ballot images in 
such format may be produced directly by a commercially 
available office copier or scanner or may be converted to 
such format, if necessary, or may be provided by a special
ized ballot scanning apparatus. 

24 
gin against erroneous reading because the number of dark 
pixels of the mark space outline is subtracted both in 
calculating the voted threshold and in determining the 
number of pixels that have been read as marked by the voter. 

In the example embodiment, a voted threshold of 20% is 
equal to 160 marked pixels (20% of 800 markable pixels), 
and a threshold of 50% is equal to 400 marked pixels, in a 
reading region 130. It is noted that using the lower voted 

10 threshold of 20% requires that at least 160 marked pixels be 
present which is about four times the expected tolerance of 
40 pixels of the outline of mark space 112 and so an 
uumarked mark space 112 will be unlikely to be erroneously 

FIG. lOB illustrates a reading region 130 of a ballot which 
contains a marked mark space 112. Based on the applicable 
ballot template, e.g., the template selected 324, 325 from 
among the possible ballot templates using the VID number 
read/decoded 322, 323 from the ballot, a number of reading 
regions 130 each including one mark space 112 are selected 
from the ballot image. Each reading region 130 is preferably 
slightly larger than and includes one mark space 112. Each 15 

region includes a large number of pixels 132 as illustrated by 
the dotted grid lines, e.g., representing an over scan of mark 
space 112. Mark space 112 includes mark 140, e.g., a mark 
made by a voter to indicate a voting selection. 

determined to be a voting selection. 
An advantage obtains where the counts of the numbers of 

"light" and "dark" pixels are stored for each mark space 112 
of each ballot, as is preferred, but is not necessary, as 
described above. After the ballots are read/imaged, their 

20 "light" and "dark" pixels counted and stored, and voting 
selections counted and tabulated with a given predetermined 
voted threshold, the predetermined voted threshold may be 
changed and the voting selections recounted and re-tabu-

For clarity, only a few rows and columns of pixels are 
illustrated, it being understood that a large number, e.g., 
800--1000 pixels is typical. In one embodiment, reading 
region 130 includes about 900 pixels. Because each reading 
region 130, whether or not marked by a voter, includes the 25 

printed outline of mark space 112, a predetermined number 
of the pixels representing the mark space 112 outline will be 
"dark" pixels. In one embodiment, the outline of mark space 
112 includes about 100 dark pixels, with a tolerance of about 

30 
±40 pixels due to ballot to ballot variations, e.g., printing 
variations, outline-to-pixel pattern registration differences, 
reading/imaging differences, scanner lighting variations, 
sensor noise, and the like. 

One preferred arrangement for determining whether a 35 

mark space 112 has been marked to indicate a voting 
selection is as follows. The maximum number of pixels 132 
that a mark 140 could darken (i.e. the number of"markable 
pixels") is determined by subtracting the number of pixels of 

40 
the outline of mark space 112 from the total number of pixels 
132 in reading region 130. For the example embodiment, the 
number of markable pixels is 900-1 00=800 pixels. 

A predetermined threshold of dark markable pixels (e.g., 
the "voted threshold") is established for determining that a 45 

mark space 112 has been marked (voted). For example, 
voted thresholds of between about 20% and about 50% of 

50 

lated using the stored "light" and "dark" pixels counts, 
without having to again scan the ballots. This is performed 
quickly and electronically, without the need for scanning or 
otherwise processing the original paper ballots, and ballot 
images may be inspected in case of a question. 

Thus the effect of changing the value of the predetermined 
voted threshold on the tabulated election result may be 
determined, and may be compared with the election result 
(e.g., the vote margin of the winning candidate) for deter
mining whether that effect is significant with respect to the 
outcome of the election. Where the ballot VID is associated 
with the stored pixel counts, as is optional but is preferred, 
the ballots for which the reading of the voting selection is 
changed by the changing of the predetermined voted thresh
old may be identified, and may be obtained for visual 
inspection by voting officials. Typically, the differences in 
reading voting selections provided by the foregoing ballot 
reading and counting arrangement have been found to be 
relatively small, and so would not be significant in terms of 
an election result in all but the closest of elections. 

Because the counts of dark and light pixels are stored in 
the pixel-based preferred arrangement, it is quite easy to 
vary the predetermined threshold for what is and is not a 
voted (marked) mark space and to determine the variance if 
either a higher or lower threshold had been utilized (i.e. a 
higher or lower percentage of filled area of the mark spaces 
112). For example, a typical predetermined threshold level 
might be set at 20%, 25%, 30%, 35% or 40%. Once the votes 

the maximum number of markable pixels 132 have been 
found satisfactory, and are preferred, although higher or 
lower voted thresholds are satisfactory and may be utilized. 
If a higher percentage voted threshold were to be utilized, 
the effect is that the voter is being required to more fully 
darken the mark space 112 in order for a voting selection to 
be considered as such. If a lower percentage voted threshold 
is established, then mark space 112 outlines having a posi
tive tolerance and/or reading "noise" could determine that a 
voting selection has been made when none was intended. In 
some tests, thresholds of about 10% and less were found to 

55 are read and counted using the predetermined threshold, it is 
quite easy to perform one or more recounts with the thresh
old set at a higher or lower threshold level utilizing the 
stored counts of light and dark pixels without having to 
re-scan (re-image) and reprocess the ballots. 

produce readings of a voting selection where none was 60 

intended. 
For example, where the ballots are initially read and 

decoded utilizing a predetermined threshold of 30%, the 
results can be tested and compared simply by setting the 
predetermined threshold to 20% and recounting using the 

To determine whether a voting selection has been made in 
a given mark space 112, the number of pixels of the mark 
space outline is subtracted from the number of marked 
pixels, and the difference is compared with the predeter
mined voted threshold. This provides additional safety mar-

65 stored counts of light and dark pixels and then to set the 
predetermined threshold to 40% and again recounting using 
the same stored counts of light and dark pixels. The differ-
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ences in vote tallies generated using different predetermined 
thresholds of light and dark pixels will determine the sen
sitivity of the vote count to the relative level of marking 
filling of the vote selection mark spaces. 

26 
pixels. It is noted that the preferred threshold of 50% is 
symmetrical and tends to avoid a statistical bias towards 
determining whether any given pixel is a "light" pixel or a 
"dark" pixel. 

Further, where the preferred arrangement is employed 
wherein the ballot identifier (VID) is associated with the 
ballot image and the stored counts of light and dark pixels, 
the voting results obtained for each ballot for each prede
termined threshold level may be compared and the ballots 10 
for which the voting result changes when the predetermined 
threshold is varied may be identified by their respective 
ballot identifiers (VIDs) and may then be retrieved for 
manual inspection, e.g., by an election official and/or a court 

FIG. 11 is a schematic flow diagram of an example 
process 400 for generating the ballots of FIGS. 1, 3A-3D 
and 4. In process 400, a ballot is generated 410, 410' 
including the contests and/or questions to be presented to the 
voters generated from information entered by election offi
cials prior to an election. Typically, election officials gener-
ate a database 408 of ballot forms (styles) for the various 
jurisdictions, districts, polling locations and the like, and in 
the case of a primary, for each political party, each being 

or other authority conducting an examination of the voting 
result. 

15 associated with a particular jurisdictional portion of the 
voter identifier (VID). In printing ballots, the appropriate 
form/style is selected from the database 408 thereof in 
accordance with the jurisdictional portion of a particular 

Thus, the described arrangement facilitates the identifi
cation of those ballots for which voter intent may be in issue 
and also provides means whereby the ballots in question 
may be identified and evaluated automatically and without 
subjective human intervention. If this arrangement had been 
utilized in the November 2000 presidential election in the 
United States, for example, then the recounting of votes in 
certain counties of the state of Florida would have been 25 

20 VID, e.g., ballot generation as described herein and/or in 
incorporated patent applications Ser. Nos. 09/737,306 and 
10/255,348. 

Ballots may be generated 410 with a complete voter 
identifier (VID), i.e. an identifier including the jurisdictional 
information (e.g., fields 381-386) and a unique random 
identifier (e.g., field 387), and printed 412 as a set of unique 
ballots, either in advance of an election and/or "on-demand" 
in an election. Ballots may be generated 410' with a partial 

much quicker and accurate, and may have been freed from 
the taint and embarrassment of partisan human interpreta
tion. 

FIG. 10C illustrates an enlarged view of a portion of 
reading region 130 which contains a portion of a mark 140 
in mark space 112 (or of an outline of a mark space 112). 
Therein, dashed lines indicate rows a, b, c, ... and colunms 
1, 2, 3, ... of pixels 132 on which a portion of a mark 140 
(or a mark space 112 outline) is superimposed, and pixels 
132 are designated as "x-y'' where "x" is the letter of the row 
thereof and "y" is the number of the colunm thereof, e.g., the 
pixel at row a, colunm 1, is designated as pixel "a-1." It is 
seen that while a mark 140 completely fills some pixels 132, 
it does not either completely fill or completely not fill all 
pixels 132. Thus a criteria is needed to determine whether 
any given pixel is "dark" or is "light," i.e. is not dark. 

One convenient criteria is that the pixel is considered 
"light" if the intensity (brightness) of a pixel is greater than 
50% of full brightness and is considered "dark" if its 
intensity (brightness) is less than 50% of full brightness, 
although any other suitable level could be utilized. Thus, 
illustrated pixels b-1, c-1, c-4, and f-7, among others, are 
"light" and illustrated pixels f-3, d-6, c-7 and b-8, among 
others, are "dark." Other illustrated pixels, such as pixels 
f-2, e-3, g-3 and e-6, among others, are more than 50% 
covered by mark 140 and so would be considered "dark" 
pixels, while illustrated pixels f-1, b-6, f-5 and d-8, among 
others, are less than 50% covered by mark 140 and so would 
be considered "light" pixels. 

Pixel intensity (brightness) is tested for each pixel and 
each pixel is determined to be either "light" or "dark" and 
the total numbers of "light" and "dark" pixels, respectively, 
are counted for each reading region 130, as described above. 
Because the processing of each reading region 130 as 
described above makes provision for variations in reading 
characteristics, the accuracy of counting of voting selections 
is not particularly sensitive to the predetermined intensity 
threshold that is utilized for determining "light" and "dark" 

30 
voter identifier (VID), i.e. an identifier including the juris
dictional information (e.g., fields 381-386), and printed 412' 
as a set of identical ballots either in advance of an election 
(e.g., conventional printing) and/or "on-demand" in an elec
tion. Such ballots may be utilized directly, i.e. without the 

35 unique identifier portion of the VID, or a unique random 
identifier (e.g., field 387) portion of a voter identifier may be 
generated 414 and may be printed 416 on the ballots to 
provide a set of unique ballots and/or may be printed on 

40 
labels to be affixed to the printed ballots at a later time. A list 
of the voter identifiers utilized on ballots may be retained, 
e.g., in a database on a computer, for later use in verifying 
and/or authenticating voted ballots received 424, and may be 
without compromising voter anonymity and privacy where 

45 no record is kept that could relate a particular ballot to a 
particular voter. Further, printed ballots including the VID 
may be placed into envelopes, e.g., absentee ballots placed 
into mailing envelopes, by automated equipment to reduce 
the possibility of human action that may compromise pri-

50 
vacy and/or anonymity. 

In either case, the printed ballots with a complete VID 
and/or with a partial jurisdictional VID are distributed 420 
for being utilized by voters in voting in an election in 

55 accordance with the applicable election procedure, e.g., by 
marking their voting selections in the mark spaces provided. 
It is noted that the ballots may be distributed 420 in advance 
of an election, e.g., as absentee ballots or as ballots for early 
voting, may be distributed 420 during an election as the 

60 usual ballot for all voters, e.g., at polling locations on an 
election day or days, and/or may be distributed 420 to 
particular voters, e.g., to voters voting provisionally. 

Absentee ballot envelopes may be printed in like mauner 

65 to that employed for printing ballots, i.e. either as a batch 
printing process 412 and/or on demand 412'-416. An enve
lope voter identifier (EVID) may be printed on each enve-
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lope or later applied, e.g., by label, that includes fields 
identifying the jurisdiction and ballot type, with or without 
a unique randomly-generated identifier, in similar manner to 
the VID utilized on the ballot. The EVID may be utilized to 
identify the envelope/ballot upon distribution 420, e.g., 
sending/mailing out to the voter, and upon return 424, and 
facilitates automated placement of ballots into envelopes as 
described. 

28 
be verified/authenticated by comparing the complete VID 
number on each ballot against a list of valid VID numbers 
for the election, e.g., a computer database listing the VID of 
each issued ballot, and/or by manual inspection by an 
election official. 

The result/outcome of the election is certified and/or 
published 432 as required by the applicable election laws. 
Preferably, the tabulating 430 of voted ballots preserves the 

Marked (voted) ballots are received 424, e.g., by election 
officials, the ballots having been submitted by mail, in
person or other delivery method, e.g., in the case of absentee 
ballots or ballots for early voting, by deposit in ballot 
containers or delivery to an election official at a polling 
location or other designated location, e.g., as the usual 
ballots voted and/or as provisional ballots. Ballots voted as 
absentee, early and/or provisional voting ballots are typi
cally sealed in a plain opaque envelope after the voter marks 

10 specific voting selections read from each ballot and the 
associated VID (e.g., voting record) of that ballot, as well as 
tallying the vote totals for determining the election outcome, 
and a listing of the voting selections and VID (voting record) 
from all ballots are published where the public can access 

15 same, e.g., on a bulletin board, in a printed publication 

his voting selections thereon and the plain envelope is then 20 
sealed inside an opaque outer envelope on which is marked 
the voter's name and address, the election, jurisdiction, date, 
and/or other particulars, and a voter signature, and/or the 
identification and signature of a witness. Each ballot is 
verified 430, i.e. the information on the outer envelope is 25 

utilized by election officials to determine whether the ballot 
sealed therein should be opened and counted. Such deter
mination may include, e.g., whether the voter is eligible to 
vote, whether the voter signature on the envelope matches 

30 
the voter signature in the voter registration records, and/or 
whether the ballot is a valid ballot for the particular election 
(possibly including whether the ballot is a duplicate of 
another vote in the name of the voter). 

and/or on an Internet web site. Thus, each voter knowing his 
VID can access the listing and find the vote recorded from 
his ballot by its VID and can satisfY himself that his vote has 
been counted and nas been counted correctly and accurately. 
Where the voter retains a copy of his ballot and/or is issued 
a voting receipt, such may be utilized for correcting an 
incorrectly recorded vote and/or an improperly disqualified 
ballot where permitted by applicable law. 

FIG. 12 is a schematic flow diagram of an example voting 
process 500 utilizing the ballot of FIGS. 1, 3A-3D and 4. 
Voting district specific ballots are generated 510 and dis
tributed 512 for being voted. Voters vote 514 by marking the 
mark spaces on the ballot corresponding to their desired 
voting selections (votes) and submit their ballots in accor-
dance with applicable election procedure. A voter may copy 
516 his marked ballot for later checking that his vote was 
counted and was counted properly. Voted ballots are 

Upon return 424 of an absentee ballot and before opening 
it to obtain the ballot therein for counting, the envelope 
EVID on the outer envelope is read and is utilized for 
authenticating/verifYing 430 the absentee ballot and for 
indicating that the voter to whom is was provided has voted 
and/or for disqualifying the absentee ballot if the voter has 
voted in person during the election, thereby to reduce the 
likelihood for a voter voting more than once without being 
detected. Once the absentee ballot is determined 430 to be 
a valid absentee ballot based upon the EVID, the envelope 
is opened and the ballot therein is counted 430 as described. 

35 received 520 and the received voted ballots are authenticated 
522 before being read and counted. All the foregoing may be 
as described in relation to FIG. 11. 

Authenticated (valid) ballots are read (scanned) 524 to 

40 
read the VID number printed thereon and the voting selec
tions marked thereon, i.e. the voting selections marked on 
each ballot are read according to a ballot template corre
sponding to the jurisdictional portion of the VID selected 
based upon the jurisdictional portion of the VID read 524 

While a record of the VID of ballots sent as absentee 

45 from each ballot. Write-in votes are preferably read and 
processed 525 by optical character recognition (OCR) soft
ware for computer tabulation, and/or ballots having write-in 
votes may be separated for manual processing (e.g. manual 
deciphering and posting) 525 and/or inspection and/or veri-

50 

ballots may be retained for verifYing that the ballot is an 
authentic absentee ballot as part of it being counted, it is 
preferred that the VID and EVID be separate and indepen
dent of each other and not linked, so that the identity of the 
voter remains anonymous and his vote remains private. 
Voter anonymity and/or privacy may also be enhanced 
where substantial numbers of such ballots are processed 55 

together, e.g., where absentee and/or provisional ballots are 
removed from their envelopes. Ballots not validated may be 
retained either physically and/or electronically by storing 
images thereof, and such stored images may be related to the 
voter registration database, if desired 

fication. As described, ballots are read 524 according to 
ballot templates selected based upon the read VID and so do 
not need to be sorted by jurisdiction and/or style prior to 
reading 524. 

Ballots over-voted (i.e. wherein more mark spaces than 
are permitted to be marked have been marked) may be 
disposed 526 by being separated or ejected for manual 
inspection and/or invalidation, and/or the valid portions of 
the voting selections may be recorded and tabulated 530, 

60 depending on the treatment of over-voted ballots under 
applicable law. Some jurisdictions invalidate only the voting The verified (qualified) received ballots are then read as 

described herein (e.g., see FIGS. 7 and 8) and tabulated 430, 
without the need for being sorted by election and/or ballot 
style and/or jurisdiction before reading and tabulating 430, 65 
to determine the result or outcome of the voting. Before 
and/or during the reading and tabulating 430, the ballots may 

selections made in over-voted contests and other jurisdic
tions invalidate an entire ballot containing any over-vote. 
Ballots under-voted (i.e. wherein fewer mark spaces than are 
permitted to be marked have been marked) may be recorded 
separately 526 and/or the under-vote may be recorded sepa-
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rately 526 (e.g., for review and/or for statistical purposes), 
and the voting selections thereon are recorded and tabulated 
530, and/or under-voted ballots may be separated for manual 
inspection, depending on the treatment of under-voted bal
lots under applicable law. Further, the read and/or imaged 
information for each under- and/or over-voted ballot may be 
printed out for review by election officials. 

30 
Alternatively, a unique identifier stored in the voting 

machine may be read into the voter's smart card and may 
either supplement or replace the voter number stored therein 
at issuance, whereby the pre-stored voter number may be 
used to verify registration and/or the unique identifier may 
be utilized to preserve voter anonymity and privacy. Pref
erably for voter privacy, only the unique identifier, e.g., VID, 
is stored in the voter smart card and/or on a printed allot at The voting selections from read 524 ballots is recorded 

530 including the VID number from each ballot, i.e. the 
voting selections and VID of each ballot are recorded and 
stored as an individual voting record, and the voting selec
tions therefrom are also tabulated 530 to determine the result 

10 the completion of a voting session. A database of unique 
identifiers valid only for a particular election may be pre
loaded into the voting machines and/or vote tabulating 

of voting. Preferably, the information read from each ballot, 
e.g., voting record of voting selections and VID, are stored 
in plural separate and independent memory devices, e.g., 
hard drives, flash memories, optical CD-ROM and the like, 

machines prior to that election, and/or smart cards may be 

15 collected when voted, for security. 

as described in incorporated patent applications Ser. Nos. 
09/737,306 and 10/255,348, for preservation with the origi- 20 
nal paper ballots in accordance with applicable procedures. 

While the present invention has been described in terms 
of the foregoing exemplary embodiments, variations within 
the scope and spirit of the present invention as defined by the 
claims following will be apparent to those skilled in the art. 
For example, while the identifier (e.g., VID number) of a 
ballot must be machine readable for automatic tabulation of 
votes, the machine-readable VID may be the same as the 
desirable human-readable VID, i.e. alphanumeric characters 

25 readable by people as well as machines (e.g., readers having 
OCR) may be utilized. 

When the voting results tabulations are properly verified, 
the result is certified 532 as official. Thereafter, the certified 
results may be posted/published 534, e.g., on an Internet 
web site, including both the tabulated 530 result and/or the 
voting records including VID of each individual ballot, 
thereby enabling any voter knowing his VID, e.g., from a 
ballot copy and/or a printed voting receipt, to review 540 the 
voting record corresponding to that VID to ascertain 

30 
whether it was counted and, if counted, whether it was 
correctly counted. The posted/published 534 voting records 
can include not only those voting records for ballots that 
were authenticated 522 and thus counted 524, 530, but may 
also include the voting records for ballots that were dis- 35 

qualified or otherwise not counted and/or not completely 
counted and/or the fact that the ballot of that VID was 
disqualified or was not counted and/or not completely 
counted. 

Moreover, any arrangement described in relation to a 
particular form of voting (e.g., absentee or provisional 
voting) may be utilized in relation to any other form of 
voting (e.g., regular or early voting) as well. 

Further, the identifier (VID) may include any one or more 
of the fields described and/or additional or different fields, as 
may be appropriate and/or desirable. Each identifier (VID) 
includes one or more fields containing a representation of 
jurisdictional information and/or a ballot form, and may 
include one or more fields containing a unique random 
portion. Herein, an identifier may be or be referred to as a 

In connection with the steps of reading 524, recording and 
tabulating 530 and/or the processing of write-in, under and 
over-votes 525, 526, 528, for example, election officials may 

40 ballot identifier and/or a voting session identifier, e.g., where 
the ballot is generated with an identifier in a voting session 

be provided with administrative and management tools, such 
as user rights and levels of access, passwords and the like, 45 

the keeping of logs of events and/or actions performed, 
functions to export (e.g., by electronic file transfer and/or via 
floppy disks, CD-ROMs and other tangible media) all or part 

of an election, i.e. in recording a voter's vote or is generated 
apart from a voting session and any voter, and/or may be 
referred to as a voter identifier in relation to a particular 
voter (even if random and anonymous). 

Also, and optionally, for weighted and/or ranked voting, 
the ballot may provide for the voter to write-in the weighting 
and/or rank for each candidate and/or response in a marking of the files of vote tabulations, voting records, vote statistics 

and the like, and/or for the printing of various reports and/or 
forms, such as vote tallies, voting reports, vote certification 
forms and the like. 

While the VID information may be provided to the voter 

50 space 112 provided therefor and the write-in portion may be 
read and translated into machine readable form manually. 
Further, the reader may include an OCR function for trans
lating the written weight and/or rank into machine readable 

55 form, and in such case, means for writing in the selection in 
a common font easily understood by the reader may be 
provided. Voter over-voting errors in making weighting 
and/or ranking preferences may be proportionately corrected 
automatically, e.g., normalized to the proper weight, if the 

on a paper ballot and/or on a paper or other identification 
card, or may be entered by an election official at the election 
office and/or polling place for printing on a ballot, VID 
information may be coded into the memory of a smart card 
and the voting machine may include a smart card reader for 
reading the coded VID stored therein where the voting 
machine is utilized to print an optically scan-able ballot 
including the VID. Identification of the voter at the time for 
voting may utilize the VID information stored in the voter's 
smart card, or may be by traditional identification methods, 65 
such as signature verification, conventionally utilized by 
various jurisdictions. 

60 law allows. Under votes may be counted insofar as they are 
voted. 

While ballots are generally referred to herein as "paper" 
ballots, it is understood that while present day sheet ballots 
are typically of paper or of a somewhat heavier stock, paper 
ballot as used herein is intended to include paper, heavy 
paper, card stock, cardboard, plastic, punch card and other 
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forms of ballots on a sheet of material. While sheet ballots 
are most commonly read by optical scanning when the ballot 
passes a light source and the marked/unmarked state of the 
mark regions is sensed by an associated light detector, 
marking may be detected by other means such as a mechani
cal and/or electrical sensing and detecting means. 

Where ballots are separately processed, such processing 
may be automated or manual, or may be a combination 
thereof. Separate processing may be utilized where ballots 10 
include a write-in vote, an overvote, an undervote, and/o 
where a ballot appears to be missing voting mark spaces, 
ballot identifier and/or fiducial marks, and/or wherein such 
features have not been properly read and/or imaged. 

32 
3. The machine readable ballot of claim 1 wherein 

machine readable includes optically readable, and wherein 
the representation of jurisdiction information and the mark 
spaces are optically readable. 

4. The machine readable ballot of claim 1 wherein the 
jurisdiction information of the identifier identifies a template 
corresponding to the two or more mark spaces for making 
voting selections in each of the plurality of contest regions. 

5. The machine readable ballot of claim 1 wherein the 
jurisdiction information relates to any two or more of a 
country, a state, a county, a city, a town, a municipality, a 
voting precinct, a voting district, a voting ward, a polling 
location, and a political party. 

6. The machine readable ballot of claim 1 wherein the 
mark space representing an abstention selection includes a 
mark space for one or more of a "no vote," an "abstain," and 
a "skip contest" selection. 

7. The machine readable ballot of claim 1 wherein the 
identifier further includes a unique ballot identifier, and 
wherein the jurisdiction information and the unique ballot 
identifier are not related to the identity of any individual 
voter. 

8. The machine readable ballot of claim 7 wherein the 

In any of the arrangements described herein, a printer may 15 

be associated with a ballot reader, e.g., such as reader 1000 
described in relation to FIG. 7, for providing a voting receipt 
and/or confirmation that a ballot has been properly read. 
Such receipt may be a simple confirmation of a readable 20 
ballot, a listing of voting selections and/or may include a 
printout of a full ballot image, or anything in between. In the 
latter case, it may be desirable for the printed version of the 
voter's ballot to be submitted as the official vote after the 
voter has opportunity to verifY its accuracy and complete
ness. The printed ballot version would have fully blackened 
mark spaces for each voting selection made thereby to 
further reduce the already extremely low rate of question
able vote counting error typically obtained with the 

30 
described arrangements. 

25 
jurisdiction information and the nnique ballot identifier are 
represented by characters that are machine readable and are 
human readable. 

In addition, while the apparatus and method herein are 
typically described in relation to voting apparatus having a 
user interface, e.g., a display and a data entry device such as 
a touch screen, either or both may be eliminated and/or 35 

rendered inoperative, if desired, and replaced by the optical 
ballot reading apparatus such as that described. Further, the 
apparatus and method herein may be utilized in fields and 
applications other than elections and voting, e.g., in the 

40 
grading/marking of examinations and tests such as school 
and university tests, professional tests, and the like, wherein 
the voter is a test taker and an answer sheet replaces the 
ballot, in the tallying and tabulating of surveys and ques
tionnaires (replacing the ballots), in the reading and tabula- 45 

tion of gaming sheets (replacing the ballots) such as for races 
and lotteries, and the like. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A machine readable ballot comprising: a ballot sheet 50 

having an identifier region thereon wherein an identifier 
includes at least a representation of jurisdiction information, 
said ballot sheet having two or more fiducial marks thereon 
for defining the orientation and the scale of the ballot sheet, 
said ballot sheet also having a plurality of contest regions 55 

thereon, each contest region having two or more mark 
spaces therein for making voting selections, wherein one of 
the mark spaces in a contest region represents an abstention 
selection; wherein the contest regions correspond to contests 
in the jurisdiction represented by the jurisdiction informa- 60 

tion, and wherein the representation of jurisdiction informa
tion and the mark spaces are machine readable. 

2. The machine readable ballot of claim 1 wherein the 
identifier includes one or more of a bar code, a two
dimensional bar code, a prescribed font, optical character 65 

recognition (OCR) characters, alphanumeric characters, 
non-alphanumeric characters, and symbols. 

9. The machine readable ballot of claim 1 wherein a 
plurality of mark spaces are provided for each voting 
selection of at least one contest, wherein the plurality of 
mark spaces for each voting selection are for one or more of 
cumulative voting, ranked voting, and instant rnn-offvoting. 

10. The machine-readable ballot of claim 1: 

wherein said two or more fiducial marks include at least 
two orientation indicia spaced apart by a predetermined 
distance for defining a dimension of said ballot sheet; 
or 

wherein said two or more fiducial marks include one or 
more of cross-hair lines, cross-hair lines in a circle, 
targets, bulls-eye shapes, bullets, "+" marks, "X" 
marks, boxes, any of the foregoing with one or more 
black, darkened or contrasting adjacent sections, and 
any combination thereof; or 

wherein said two or more fiducial marks include at least 
two orientation indicia spaced apart by a predetermined 
distance for defining a dimension of said ballot sheet 
and include one or more of cross-hair lines, cross-hair 
lines in a circle, targets, bulls-eye shapes, bullets, "+" 
marks, "X" marks, boxes, any of the foregoing with one 
or more black, darkened or contrasting adjacent sec
tions, and any combination thereof. 

11. The machine-readable ballot of claim 1 wherein said 
machine-readable ballot comprises a plurality of ballot 
sheets, each ballot sheet having a machine-readable indicia 
representative of the page number thereof. 

12. The machine readable ballot of claim 1 wherein said 
ballot sheet includes one or more of paper, heavy paper, card 
stock, cardboard and plastic. 

13. A method for reading paper ballots comprising: 
(a) imaging each of a plurality of paper ballots transported 

along a transport path of an image document scanner to 
provide a ballot image in a pixelated or bitmapped 
format for each ballot; 

(b) selecting a template for decoding voting selections 
marked on each paper ballot responsive to the pixelated 
or bitmapped format ballot image of each paper ballot; 
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(c) decoding from the pixelated or bitmapped format 
ballot image of each paper ballot the voting selections 
marked on each paper ballot in accordance with the 
selected template; and 

(d) tabulating the decoded voting selections decoded from 
each of the paper ballots consistent with the selected 
template; 

34 
if the mark spaces correspond, then performing said 

decoding voting selections and said tabulating the 
decoded voting selections for that paper ballot; and 

if the mark spaces do not correspond, then rejecting the 
ballot and not performing said decoding voting selec
tions and said tabulating the decoded voting selections 
for that paper ballot. 

whereby the voting selections marked on each paper 
ballot are decoded and tabulated in accordance with a 
selected template. 

14. The method of claim 13 wherein each paper ballot has 
a jurisdiction identifier, and wherein the paper ballots are not 
sorted according to the jurisdiction identifier prior to said 
imaging, said method further comprising: 

20. The method of claim 13 wherein each paper ballot has 
a plurality of mark spaces in which voting selections may be 

10 marked and wherein said decoding the voting selections 
marked on each paper ballot comprises: 

decoding the jurisdiction identifier of each paper ballot 15 

from the image thereof; and 
selecting responsive to the decoded jurisdiction identifier 

the template for decoding the voting selections marked 
on each paper ballot. 

15. The method of claim 14 wherein the jurisdiction 20 

identifier includes one or more of a bar code, a two
dimensional bar code, a prescribed font, optical character 
recognition (OCR) characters, alphanumeric characters, 
non-alphanumeric characters, and symbols. 

16. The method of claim 13 wherein each paper ballot has 25 

orientation indicia and may be in an orientation different 
from other ones of the paper ballots, and wherein the paper 
ballots are not sorted according to orientation prior to said 
transporting, said method further comprising: 

determining from the orientation indicia the orientation of 30 

each paper ballot; 
said decoding from the image of each paper ballot the 

voting selections marked on each paper ballot in accor
dance with the selected template comprising decoding 
consistent with the determined orientation of each 35 

paper ballot the voting selections marked on each paper 
ballot in accordance with the selected template. 

determining a reference value representative of a mark 
space on each paper ballot that is not marked as a 
voting selection; 

determining a marked value representative of each mark 
space on each paper ballot; and 

comparing the reference value and the marked value for 
determining whether a mark space is marked as a 
voting selection. 

21. The method of claim 13 wherein ones of the plurality 
of paper ballots are each enclosed in a ballot envelope 
having a machine-readable ballot identifier and voter infor
mation including a signature thereon, said method further 
comprising, prior to performing the steps (a) through (d): 

imaging each of the ballot envelopes transported along a 
transport path of an office image document scanner to 
provide a ballot envelope image in a pixelated or 
bitmapped format for each ballot envelope; 

decoding the ballot identifier marked on each ballot 
envelope responsive to the pixelated or bitmapped 
format ballot envelope image thereof; 

displaying the decoded ballot identifier and voter signa
ture for determining whether the ballot identifier and 
signature represent a valid ballot; and 

if the ballot is determined to be valid, removing the paper 
ballot from the ballot envelope and performing the 
steps (a) through (d) thereon. 

17. The method of claim 16: 
wherein the orientation indicia include at least two ori

entation indicia spaced apart by a predetermined dis
tance for defining a dimension of the paper ballot; or 

wherein the orientation indicia include one or more of 

22. The method of claim 13 further comprising prior to 

40 
said tabulating step: 

determining from the decoded voting selections whether 
each paper ballot contains an undervote, an overvote, a 
missing voting selection, a write-in voting selection, or 
a combination thereof; cross-hair lines, cross-hair lines in a circle, targets, 

bulls-eye shapes, bullets,"+" marks, "X" marks, boxes, 
45 

any of the foregoing with one or more black, darkened 
or contrasting adjacent sections, and any combination 
thereof; or 

wherein the orientation indicia include at least two ori
entation indicia spaced apart by a predetermined dis- 50 
tance for defining a dimension of the paper ballot and 
include one or more of cross-hair lines, cross-hair lines 
in a circle, targets, bulls-eye shapes, bullets,"+" marks, 
"X" marks, boxes, any of the foregoing with one or 
more black, darkened or contrasting adjacent sections, 55 
and any combination thereof. 

separating each paper ballot determined to contain an 
undervote, an overvote, a missing voting selection, a 
write-in voting selection, or a combination thereof from 
other paper ballots not determined to contain an und
ervote, an overvote, a missing voting selection, or a 
write-in voting selection; and then: 

performing said tabulating step for the other paper ballots 
not determined to contain an undervote, an overvote, a 
missing voting selection, or a write-in voting selection; 
and 

separately processing each separated paper ballot deter
mined to contain an undervote, an overvote, a missing 
voting selection, a write-in voting selection, or a com
bination thereof. 

18. The method of claim 13 wherein the document image 
scanner includes one or more of a copier, a scanner, a 
facsimile machine, a commercial imaging device and a 
commercial scanning device. 

19. The method of claim 13 wherein each paper ballot has 
a plurality of mark spaces in which voting selections may be 
made, further comprising: 

23. A method for optically reading paper ballots having a 

60 jurisdiction identifier and fiducial marks thereon and having 
voting selections marked thereon, said method comprising: 

(a) transporting paper ballots along a transport path; 

determining from the image of each paper ballot and the 
selected template whether the mark spaces of each 65 

paper ballot correspond to mark spaces of the selected 
template, 

(b) determining from the fiducial marks the orientation of 
each paper ballot; 

(c) reading consistent with the determined orientation of 
each paper ballot the jurisdiction identifier of each 
paper ballot transported along the transport path; 
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(d) selecting a template responsive to the read jurisdiction 
identifier and determined orientation of each paper 
ballot for reading the voting selections marked thereon; 
and 

(e) reading in accordance with the selected template and 
consistent with the determined orientation of each 
paper ballot the voting selections marked on each paper 
ballot transported along the transport path, 

36 
determining a reference value representative of a mark 

space on each paper ballot that is not marked as a 
voting selection; 

determining a marked value representative of each mark 
space on each paper ballot; and 

comparing the reference value and the marked value for 
determining whether a mark space is marked as a 
voting selection. 

31. The method of claim 23 wherein ones of the paper whereby the voting selections marked on each paper 
ballot are read in accordance with a selected template 
corresponding to the jurisdiction identifier for that 
paper ballot irrespective of the orientation of the paper 
ballot. 

10 ballots are each enclosed in a ballot envelope having a 
machine-readable ballot identifier and voter information 
including a signature thereon, said method further compris
ing, prior to performing the steps (a) through (e): 

24. The method of claim 23: 
wherein the paper ballots have different jurisdiction iden- 15 

tifiers, and wherein the paper ballots are not sorted 
according to the jurisdiction identifier prior to said 
transporting; or 

wherein the paper ballots may have different orientations, 
and wherein the paper ballots are not sorted according 20 

to orientation prior to said transporting, or 
wherein the paper ballots have different jurisdiction iden

tifiers and may have different orientations, and wherein 
the paper ballots are not sorted according to the juris
diction identifier or to orientation prior to said trans- 25 

porting. 
25. The method of claim 23 wherein said selecting and 

said reading the voting selections marked on each paper 
ballot are performed substantially contemporaneously with 
said transporting of the paper ballots. 

26. The method of claim 23 further comprising: 
comparing the voting selections read from each paper 

ballot to the selected template for providing an indica
tion of an under vote, an over vote or both of each paper 
ballot; or 

tabulating the voting selections read from each of the 
paper ballots; or 

30 

35 

comparing the voting selections read from each ballot to 
the selected template for providing an indication of an 
under vote, an over vote or both of each paper ballot, 40 

and tabulating the voting selections read from each of 
the paper ballots. 

27. The method of claim 26 wherein said tabulating the 
voting selections read from each of the paper ballots 
includes tabulating the voting selections according to a 45 

jurisdiction represented by each jurisdiction identifier. 
28. The method of claim 23 wherein the paper ballots each 

have a corresponding unique ballot identifier, and wherein 
said reading the jurisdiction identifier includes reading the 
corresponding unique ballot identifier. 

29. The method of claim 28 further comprising: 
storing a representation of the voting selections marked 

on each paper ballot and the unique ballot identifier 
associated therewith; or 

50 

publishing the voting selections read from each paper 55 

ballot and the corresponding jurisdiction identifier and 
unique ballot identifier of that paper ballot; or 

storing a representation of the voting selections marked 
on each paper ballot and the unique ballot identifier 
associated therewith and publishing the voting selec- 60 

tions read from each paper ballot and the corresponding 
jurisdiction identifier and unique ballot identifier of that 
paper ballot. 

30. The method of claim 23 wherein each paper ballot has 
a plurality of mark spaces in which voting selections may be 65 

marked and wherein said reading the voting selections 
marked on each paper ballot comprises: 

reading the ballot identifier and signature marked on each 
ballot envelope; 

displaying the read ballot identifier and signature for 
determining whether the ballot identifier and signature 
represent a valid ballot; and 

if the ballot is determined to be valid, removing the paper 
ballot from the ballot envelope and then performing the 
steps (a) through (e) thereon. 

32. The method of claim 23 further comprising: 
determining from the voting selections read from each 

paper ballot whether each paper ballot contains any one 
or more of an undervote, an overvote, a missing voting 
selection, and a write-in voting selection; 

separating each paper ballot determined to contain any 
one or more of an undervote, an overvote, a missing 
voting selection, and a write-in voting selection from 
other paper ballots not determined to contain any one or 
more of an undervote, an overvote, a missing voting 
selection, and a write-in voting selection; 

tabulating the voting selections read from the other paper 
ballots not determined to contain any one or more of an 
undervote, an overvote, a missing voting selection, and 
a write-in voting selection; and 

separately processing each separated paper ballot deter
mined to contain any one or more of an undervote, an 
overvote, a missing voting selection, and a write-in 
voting selection. 

33. A method for reading paper ballots having a jurisdic
tion identifier and fiducial marks thereon and having voting 
selections marked thereon, said method comprising: 

(a) transporting paper ballots along a transport path; 
(b) imaging each paper ballot transported along the trans

port path; 
(c) determining from the fiducial marks the orientation of 

each paper ballot; 
(d) decoding consistent with the determined orientation of 

each paper ballot the jurisdiction identifier of the image 
of each paper ballot; 

(e) selecting responsive to the decoded jurisdiction iden
tifier a template for decoding the voting selections 
marked on each paper ballot; and 

(f) decoding consistent with the determined orientation of 
each paper ballot the voting selections marked on each 
paper ballot in accordance with the selected template, 

whereby the voting selections marked on each paper 
ballot are decoded in accordance with a template cor
responding to the jurisdiction identifier for that paper 
ballot irrespective of the orientation of the paper ballot. 

34. The method of claim 33: 
wherein the paper ballots have different jurisdiction iden

tifiers, and wherein the paper ballots are not sorted 
according to the jurisdiction identifier prior to said 
transporting; or 
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wherein the paper ballots may have different orientations, 
and wherein the paper ballots are not sorted according 
to orientation prior to said transporting; or 

wherein the paper ballots have different jurisdiction iden
tifiers and are not sorted according to the jurisdiction 
identifier prior to said transporting, and wherein the 
paper ballots may have different orientations and are 
not sorted according to orientation prior to said trans
porting. 

35. The method of claim 33 wherein said selecting and 10 

said decoding the voting selections marked on each paper 
ballot are performed substantially contemporaneously with 
said transporting of the paper ballots. 

36. The method of claim 33 further comprising: 
comparing the voting selections decoded from each ballot 15 

to the selected template for providing an indication of 
an under vote, an over vote or both of each paper ballot; 
or 

tabulating the voting selections decoded from each of the 
paper ballots; or 

comparing the voting selections decoded from each ballot 
to the selected template for providing an indication of 
an under vote, an over vote or both of each paper ballot, 
and tabulating the voting selections decoded from each 
of the paper ballots. 

37. The method of claim 36 wherein said tabulating the 
voting selections decoded from each of the paper ballots 
includes tabulating the voting selections according to a 
jurisdiction represented by each jurisdiction identifier. 

20 

25 

38. The method of claim 33 wherein the paper ballots each 30 

have a corresponding unique ballot identifier, and wherein 
said decoding the jurisdiction identifier includes decoding 
the corresponding unique ballot identifier. 

39. The method of claim 38 further comprising: 
35 

storing a representation of the voting selections marked 
on each paper ballot and the unique ballot identifier 
associated therewith; or 

38 
displaying the decoded ballot identifier and signature for 

determining whether the ballot identifier and signature 
represent a valid ballot; and 

if the ballot is determined to be valid, removing the paper 
ballot from the ballot envelope and then performing the 
steps (a) through (f) thereon. 

42. The method of claim 33 further comprising: 
determining from the voting selections decoded from each 

paper ballot whether each paper ballot contains any one 
or more of an undervote, an overvote, a missing voting 
selection, and a write-in voting selection; 

separating each paper ballot determined to contain any 
one or more of an undervote, an overvote, a missing 
voting selection, and a write-in voting selection from 
other paper ballots not determined to contain any one or 
more of an undervote, an overvote, a missing voting 
selection, and a write-in voting selection; 

tabulating the voting selections read from the other paper 
ballots not determined to contain any one or more of an 
undervote, an overvote, a missing voting selection, and 
a write-in voting selection; and 

separately processing each separated paper ballot deter
mined to contain any one or more of an undervote, an 
overvote, a missing voting selection, and a write-in 
voting selection. 

43. A method for reading ballots comprising: 
(a) transporting the ballots on a reader transport path; 
(b) reading each ballot transported on said transport path 

including reading fiducial marks and a jurisdiction 
identifier thereof and voting selections marked thereon; 

(c) determining from the fiducial marks the orientation of 
each ballot; 

(d) processing the jurisdiction identifier for each ballot for 
selecting a template; and 

(e) recording the voting selections marked on each ballot 
in accordance with the selected template and the deter
mined orientation of the ballot, publishing the voting selections decoded from each paper 

ballot and the corresponding jurisdiction identifier and 
40 

unique ballot identifier decoded from that paper ballot; 

whereby the voting selections marked on each ballot are 
read and recorded in accordance with a template cor
responding to the jurisdiction identifier for that ballot. 

44. The method of claim 43 wherein each paper ballot has 
a plurality of mark spaces in which voting selections may be 
marked and wherein said recording the voting selections 

45 marked on each paper ballot comprises: 

or 
storing a representation of the voting selections marked 

on each paper ballot and the unique ballot identifier 
associated therewith and publishing the voting selec
tions decoded from each paper ballot and the corre
sponding jurisdiction identifier and unique ballot iden
tifier decoded from that paper ballot. 

40. The method of claim 33 wherein each paper ballot has 
a plurality of mark spaces in which voting selections may be 

50 
marked and wherein said decoding the voting selections 
marked on each paper ballot comprises: 

determining a reference value representative of a mark 
space on each paper ballot that is not marked as a 
voting selection; 

determining a marked value representative of each mark 
space on each paper ballot; and 

comparing the reference value and the marked value for 
determining whether a mark space is marked as a 
voting selection. 

41. The method of claim 33 wherein ones of the paper 
ballots are each enclosed in a ballot envelope having a 
machine-readable ballot identifier and voter information 
including a signature thereon, said method further compris
ing, prior to performing the steps (a) through (f): 

decoding the ballot identifier and signature marked on 
each ballot envelope; 

55 

60 
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determining a reference value representative of a mark 
space on each paper ballot that is not marked as a 
voting selection; 

determining a marked value representative of each mark 
space on each paper ballot; and 

comparing the reference value and the marked value for 
determining whether a mark space is marked as a 
voting selection. 

45. The method of claim 43 wherein ones of the ballots 
are each enclosed in a ballot envelope having a machine
readable ballot identifier and voter information including a 
signature thereon, said method further comprising, prior to 
performing the steps (a) through (e): 

reading the ballot identifier and signature marked on each 
ballot envelope; 

displaying the read ballot identifier and signature for 
determining whether the ballot identifier and signature 
represent a valid ballot; and 

if the ballot is determined to be valid, removing the ballot 
from the ballot envelope and then performing the steps 
(a) through (e) thereon. 
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46. The method of claim 43 further comprising: 
determining from the voting selections read from each 

ballot whether each ballot contains any one or more of 
an undervote, an overvote, a missing voting selection, 
and a write-in voting selection; 

separating each ballot determined to contain any one or 
more of an undervote, an overvote, a missing voting 
selection, and a write-in voting selection from other 
ballots not determined to contain any one or more of an 
undervote, an overvote, a missing voting selection, and 10 

a write-in voting selection; 

40 
if the number of voting selections marked equals the 

given nnmber, then performing said counting each 
determined voting selection, 

if the nnmber of voting selections marked is less than the 
given nnmber, then providing an indication of an under 
vote, and 

if the number of voting selections marked exceeds the 
given number, then providing an indication of an over 
vote and not performing said counting each determined 
voting selection. 

50. The method of claim 49 wherein an indication of an 
under vote or an over vote or both is provided, further 
comprising providing at least an image including any under 
voted voting selection, any over voted voting selection or 

tabulating the voting selections read from the other ballots 
not determined to contain any one or more of an 
undervote, an overvote, a missing voting selection, and 
a write-in voting selection; and 

separately processing each separated ballot determined to 
contain any one or more of an undervote, an overvote, 

15 any under voted voting selection and any over voted voting 
selection for separate processing. 

a missing voting selection, and a write-in voting selec
tion. 

47. A method for reading a ballot having one or more 
contest regions and a plurality of mark spaces thereon in 
which voting selections may be marked for one or more 
contests, each mark space being defined by an outline 

20 

thereof the method comprising: 
25 

imaging the ballot having one or more contest regions and 
a plurality of mark spaces thereon wherein the image of 
the ballot includes all of the mark spaces for the contest 
regions thereon and is in a pixelated or bitmapped 
format including a plurality of pixels; 

defining for each ballot the one or more contest regions 
each containing a plurality of reading regions each 
including the outline of one mark space; 

30 

processing the image of the ballot for decoding from the 
image of the ballot the defined one or more contest 35 
regions and for decoding from the image of the ballot 
the plurality of reading regions including the outline of 
one mark space thereof; and 

for each decoded contest region: 
counting the number of light pixels and dark pixels for 40 

each reading region; 
determining from the counts of light and dark pixels for 

each reading region whether the mark space therein is 
an unmarked outline or is marked as a voting selection; 
and 

counting each determined marked voting selection. 
48. The method of claim 47 wherein said determining 

comprises: 

45 

determining the difference between a number of dark 
pixels representative of the outline of a mark space and 50 

a total nnmber of pixels for a reading region, and 
determining whether the counted number of dark pixels 

for that reading region exceeds a predetermined portion 
of the difference between the nnmber of dark pixels 

55 
representative of the outline of a mark space and the 
total nnmber of pixels for that reading region. 

49. The method of claim 47 wherein two or more of the 
mark spaces are associated with a contest, each contest 
having a given number of voting selections that may be 60 
made therein, the method comprising: 

counting the number of mark spaces for the contest that 
are determined from the counts of light and dark pixels 
for each reading region to be marked as a voting 
selection; 

comparing the number of voting selections marked to the 
given number of voting selections; and 

65 

51. The method of claim 47 wherein two or more of the 
mark spaces and a write-in voting selection space are 
associated with a contest, the method comprising: 

determining whether a write-in selection space has been 
marked; and 

if a write in voting selection space has been marked, 
providing at least an image including the write-in 
voting selection for separate processing. 

52. The method of claim 51 wherein the separate pro
cessing comprises: 

storing the images of write-in voting selections; and 
displaying the stored image of a write-in voting selection, 

accnmulated stored images of a plurality of write-in 
voting selections or both. 

53. The method of claim 51 wherein the separate pro
cessing comprises: 

determining the characters of the write-in voting selection 
by optical character recognition; and 

displaying the determined characters of the write-in vot
ing selection, an image of a write-in voting selection or 
both. 

54. The method of claim 51 wherein each contest has a 
given number of voting selections that may be made therein, 
the method comprising: 

counting the number of voting selections made for the 
contest including mark spaces and write-in voting 
selection spaces that are determined to be marked as a 
voting selection; 

comparing the nnmber of voting selections marked to the 
given number of voting selections; and 

if the number of voting selections marked equals the 
given nnmber, then said counting each determined 
voting selection, 

if the nnmber of voting selections marked is less than the 
given nnmber, then providing an indication of an under 
vote, and 

if the number of voting selections marked exceeds the 
given number, then providing an indication of an over 
vote and not performing said counting each determined 
voting selection. 

55. The method of claim 47 wherein said determining 
from the counts of light and dark pixels for each reading 
region whether the mark space therein is marked as a voting 
selection comprises: 

(a) comparing the relative nnmbers of light and dark 
pixels to a first predetermined value to determine 
whether the mark space is marked as a voting selection; 

the method further comprising: 
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(b) comparing the relative numbers of light and dark 
pixels to a second predetermined value that is higher or 
lower than the first predetermined value to determine 
whether the mark space is marked as a voting selection; 
and 

(c) providing an indication of the difference, if any, in the 
determinations of step (a) and step (b). 

56. The method of claim 55 wherein each ballot has a 
corresponding unique ballot identifier, and wherein said 
providing an indication includes providing the unique ballot 10 

identifier. 
57. The method of claim 47 further comprising, prior to 

said counting each determined marked voting selection, 
determining from the counts oflight and dark pixels for each 
reading region whether at least the outlines of all mark 15 

spaces are present in the image of the ballot. 
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62. A method for reading ballots comprising: 
transporting the ballots on a reader transport path wherein 

the reader is located at a place accessible to a voter 
before the voter submits the ballot; 

reading each ballot transported on said transport path 
including reading fiducial marks and a jurisdiction 
identifier thereof for selecting a template and reading 
voting selections marked on the ballot; 

displaying the voting selections marked on each ballot in 
accordance with the selected template, but not record
ing or storing the voting selections; and 

thereafter, submitting the ballot for counting, 
whereby the voting selections marked on the ballot are 

read and displayed in accordance with the template for 
review by a voter prior to submitting the ballot for 
counting. 

63. A method for reading a ballot having one or more 
contest regions and a plurality of mark spaces thereon in 

58. The method of claim 57 further comprising separating 
the ballot for separate processing if at least the outlines of all 
mark spaces are not present in the image of the ballot. 

59. The method of claim 47 wherein each ballot has a 
ballot identifier thereon or has two or more fiducial marks 
thereon or has a ballot identifier and two or more fiducial 
marks thereon, further comprising, prior to said counting 
each determined marked voting selection: 

20 
which voting selections may be marked for one or more 
contests, each mark space being defined by an outline 
thereof and having a machine-readable ballot identifier or 
fiducial marks or both a machine-readable ballot identifier 
and fiducial marks thereon, the method comprising: 

defining for each ballot one or more second reading 25 

regions each including one or more of the ballot 
identifier and fiducial marks; 

counting the number of light pixels and dark pixels for 
each second reading region; 

determining from the counts of light and dark pixels for 30 

each reading region and for each second reading region 
whether at least the outlines of all mark spaces and all 
of the ballot identifier and fiducial marks are present in 
the image of the ballot. 

60. The method of claim 59 further comprising separating 35 

the ballot for separate processing if at least the outlines of all 
mark spaces are not present in the image of the ballot or if 
all of the ballot identifier and the fiducial marks are not 
present in the image of the ballot. 

61. A method for reading a ballot having a plurality of 40 

mark spaces thereon in which voting selections may be 
marked, the method comprising: 

defining first and second predetermined values related to 
counts of light pixels and dark pixels for a mark space 
being considered marked as a voting selection, wherein 45 

the second predetermined value is greater than or less 
than the first predetermined value; 

imaging the ballot having one or more contest regions 
wherein the image of the ballot includes all of the mark 
spaces thereon for the contest regions thereon and is in 
a pixelated or bitmapped format including a plurality of 
pixels; 

defining for each ballot a plurality of first reading regions 
each including the outline of one mark space and one 
or more second reading regions each including one of 
the ballot identifier or a fiducial mark; 

processing the image of the ballot for decoding from the 
image of the ballot the plurality of first reading regions 
including the outline of one mark space; 

counting at least the number of dark pixels for each of the 
first and second reading regions; 

determining from the counts of dark pixels for each of the 
first and second reading regions whether at least the 
outlines of all mark spaces are present in the image of 
the ballot and whether the ballot identifier or fiducial 
marks or both are present in the image of the ballot; and 

if the outlines of all mark spaces and all of the ballot 
identifier or fiducial marks or both are present in the 
image of the ballot, then counting each determined 
marked voting selection. 

imaging the ballot having a plurality of mark spaces 
thereon wherein the image is in a format including a 
plurality of pixels; 

defining for each ballot a plurality of reading regions each 
including the outline of one mark space; 

counting the number of light pixels and dark pixels for 
each reading region; 

64. A method for reading a ballot having one or more 
contest regions and a plurality of mark spaces thereon in 

50 which voting selections may be marked for one or more 
contests, each mark space being defined by an outline 
thereof, the method comprising: 

determining from the counts of light and dark pixels for 55 

each reading region and the first predetermined value 
whether the mark space therein is marked as a voting 
selection; 

determining from the counts of light and dark pixels for 
each reading region and the second predetermined 60 

value whether the mark space therein is marked as a 
voting selection; 

identifYing each ballot wherein the determination of a 
marked voting selection based on the first predeter
mined value differs from the determination of a marked 65 

voting selection based on the second predetermined 
value. 

imaging a ballot having one or more contest regions 
wherein the image of that ballot includes all of the mark 
spaces thereon for the contest regions thereon and is in 
a pixelated or bitmapped format including a plurality of 
pixels; 

defining for that ballot a plurality of reading regions each 
including the outline of one mark space, whereby the 
number of mark spaces that should be on that ballot is 
defined; 

processing the image of that ballot for decoding from the 
image of that ballot the plurality of reading regions 
including the outline of one mark space; 

counting at least the number of dark pixels for each of the 
reading regions; 
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determining from the counts of dark pixels for each of the 
reading regions whether at least the outlines of all mark 
spaces that should be on that ballot are in the image of 
that ballot; and 

if the outlines of all mark spaces that should be on that 5 

ballot are in the image of that ballot, then processing 
the image of that ballot for counting each mark space 
determined from the count of dark pixels to be a 
marked voting selection, 

whereby the ballot is counted only if all of the mark 10 

spaces that should be on the ballot are determined to be 
in the image of that ballot. 

65. The method of claim 64 further comprising, if the 
outlines of all mark spaces for all of the contest regions that 
should be on that ballot are not in the image of that ballot, 15 

then separating that ballot for separate processing. 
66. A method for reading a ballot having one or more 

contest regions and a plurality of mark spaces thereon in 
which voting selections may be marked for one or more 
contests, each mark space being defined by an outline 20 

thereof, and having a machine-readable ballot identifier and 
optionally having fiducial marks thereon, the method com
prising: 

imaging a ballot wherein the image of that ballot includes 
all of the mark spaces thereon for the contest regions 25 

that are on that ballot as imaged, and wherein the image 
of the ballot is in a pixelated or bitmapped format 
including a plurality of pixels; 

44 
or more second reading regions including a fiducial 
marks, if any, whereby the number of mark spaces that 
should be on the ballot and the number of fiducial 
marks, if any, that should be on that ballot are defined; 

processing the image of that ballot for decoding from the 
image of that ballot the plurality of first reading regions 
thereon including the outline of the one mark space 
thereof and for decoding from the image of that ballot 
the fiducial marks, if any, thereon; 

counting at least the number of dark pixels for each of the 
first and second reading regions; 

determining from the counts of dark pixels for each of the 
first and second reading regions whether at least the 
outlines of all mark spaces for all contest regions that 
should be on that ballot are in the image of that ballot 
and whether the fiducial marks, if any, that should be on 
that ballot are in the image of that ballot; 

if the outlines of all mark spaces for all of the contest 
regions are in the image of that ballot, and if the fiducial 
marks, if any, that should be on that ballot are in the 
image of that ballot, then counting each determined 
marked voting selection for that ballot, 

whereby the ballot is counted only if all of the mark 
spaces that should be on that ballot are determined to be 
in the image of that ballot. 

67. The method of claim 66 further comprising, if the 
outlines of all mark spaces for all of the contest regions are 
not in the image of that ballot, or if the fiducial marks, if any, 
are not in the image of that ballot, then separating that ballot processing the image of that ballot for decoding from the 

image of that ballot the ballot identifier thereon; 
defining for that ballot a plurality of first reading regions 

each including the outline of one mark space and one 

30 for separate processing. 

* * * * * 
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